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For America’s Heritage

PLF 2006 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Congratulations to our new and expanded
Board, and welcome to our new Board

members.  As a result of the membership
voting, the 2006 Board of Directors is as
follows:

President                                 George Lea
Vice President                             Ed Spang
Secretary/Treasurer             Carl Enix
Director (1 year)               Mat Millenbach
Director (2 year)                       Tom Allen
Director (3 year)                 Bill Templeton
Director (4 year)                   Vince Hecker

State Representatives:
Alaska Jules Tileston

Don Meares
Arizona Glen Collins

Beau McClure
California Jim Ruch

John Fields
Colorado Bruce VanHaveren

John Foster
Idaho Joe Zimmer

Sam Whitlock
Montana                                    Bill Noble

         Bill Luscher
Nevada            Bob Steele
                                                  Clint Oke
New Mexico         Ron Fellows
                                                  Bus Riley
Oregon                                     Mel Chase
                                                Don Smith
Utah                                 Dick LeDosquet
                                               Jens Jensen

Washington                           Van Manning
                                                Ralph Heft
Wyoming                             Bill LeBarron
                                     John Kwiatkowski
Mid-western States            Doug Morrison
                                                     Vacant
Eastern States                            Pete Culp
                                             Karl Kipping

2006 ANNUAL PUBLIC LANDS
FOUNDATION MEETING IN

GOLDEN, COLORADO

We hope you are making plans to attend
the PLF’s Annual Meeting in Golden,

Colorado during the week of September 18,
2006.  The Program Committee, chaired by
John Foster, has made arrangements for the
meeting to be held at the Golden Hotel located
at 800 Eleventh Street, Golden, CO  80401.
A special room rate has been set up for PLF
members, and you can make reservations by
calling the hotel at 1-303-279-0100 or 1-800-
233-7214, and telling them that you are with
the Public Lands Foundation.

     The theme for our meeting is “Public
Pressures on Public Land”.  There will be
interesting panels and speakers on the theme,
BLM Land Tenure Policy, Service First,
Science Policy in BLM, the new Energy
Policy Act of 2006, solutions to the split
estate issue, and updates on other national
public land issues.     (Continued on Page 3.)
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PRESIDENT’S COLUMN

SELLING THE PUBLIC LANDS TO REDUCE THE BUDGET DEFICIT

Well, the fat lady has not sung, the title to this
column has not changed from the last one, and

this Administration is still determined to sell off the BLM
lands.  This time it is to somehow reduce the federal
budget deficit rather than reduce expenditures; and this
time it is the White House, not just a Congressional
Committee, making the proposal.  I warned our members
not to forget about this subject and to be alert to additional
efforts to dispose of BLM lands.  And sure enough, the
2007 budget, released following the President’s State of
the Union Message, contains a legislative proposal that
would do just that.

     As background:  The Southern Nevada Public Land
Management Act, which authorizes the sale of the very
expensive BLM land in the Las Vegas Valley, has of late
been generating receipts far greater than ever anticipated.
This has sparked the interest by the Administration that
the sale of public lands could help reduce the federal
budget and also spread the receipts to other states and
not solely to Nevada.

     In 2000 the “Baca Ranch Bill” became law for the
purpose of transferring the ownership of a private ranch
in New Mexico to the Forest Service to administer as an
ecological reserve.  Hidden deep in that law, titled the
Federal Land Transaction Facilitation Act (FLTFA), was
a “stealth” provision directing BLM to sell over 1 million
acres of public lands in New Mexico that had been
identified in land use plans for disposal.  The BLM liked
it because 30% of the receipts from the sales were to be
returned to BLM for acquiring inholdings in national
forests, national parks and refuges, and within BLM land
areas.  We objected to the bill.  However, it became law;
and the precedent (policy) was established to sell public
lands, beyond the Las Vegas Valley area, to augment the
federal treasury.

     Then, our members will recall, just last November
the House Resources Committee tried to amend the 1872
Mining Law to permit miners to buy the public lands
within their claims for just the surface value.  With our
members’ help, the measure was dropped from
consideration, but not before the Administration received
a lot of poor publicity for its try to “give away” public
lands.  We are therefore surprised to see this proposal in
the 2007 budget, thinking they had learned a lesson; but
apparently not.  This new budget deficit reduction
proposal would amend FLTFA, extending its application
to all BLM lands, with 70% of the proceeds from the
sales going to the Treasury and capping the annual
receipts retained by the Interior Department.  The 2007
budget also proposes to sell Forest Service lands, but
this time to help county school systems funding.

     I urge everyone reading this column to contact  your
congressional representative and both senators, asking
them not to sponsor or cosponsor legislation proposed in
the 2007 budget that would sell BLM lands as a way to
reduce the federal deficit.  We do not support retaining
all public lands in public ownership. As you recall,
FLPMA provides the authority and policy for sale or
exchange.   However there needs to be a comprehensive
analysis of a BLM land tenure plan developed that is
thoroughly debated before proceeding down a “slippery
slope” with the aggressive policy of public land disposal
as contained in the Administration’s 2007 budget.

  “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful
committed citizens can change the world.  Indeed, it’s
the only thing that ever has.”   Margaret Mead

George Lea, President

CONSERVATION ADVISORY COUNCIL

American Forest & Paper Association
American Hiking Society
Bureau of Land Management (liaison member)
Independent Petroleum Assn. of Mountain States
Izaak Walton League of America
National Association of Counties

National Environmental Education & Training Foundation
National Rifle Association
National Wildlife Federation
Northwest Mining Association
Public Lands Council
Western States Tourism Policy Council
Wilderness Society
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     The PLF Board Meeting will be held on Tuesday,
September 19.  Wednesday morning, the 20th, will open
with our traditional 18 holes of championship golf (or
should we say 18 holes by champions) at the Applewood
Golf Course, followed by our traditional “ice-breaker”
family barbecue in the evening.  The general meeting,
which begins Thursday morning and ends Saturday at
noon, will be at the Golden Hotel.  The  “entertainment
package” includes exciting shopping and tourist tours,
photographic tour of Rocky Mountain National Park, a
casino trip, the Atlanta Braves v the Colorado Rockies
baseball game, and, of course, the Friday evening awards
banquet.  On Saturday morning until noon, we will wrap
up with our business meeting.

     It will be an interesting and fun time. There is a lot to
do and see in Golden and the surrounding mountain area.
We are expecting a large turnout, so make your plans
now to enjoy seeing old friends and associates and take
part in the discussions.  The summer issue of the Monitor
will contain a registration form for all to use in making
your advanced registration.

2006 ANNUAL PUBLIC LANDS FOUNDA-
TION MEETING IN GOLDEN, COLORADO

(Continued from Page 1.)

2006 SPECIAL DUES PAYMENTS

We want to give special thanks and recognition to
the following members who have used one of our

special dues categories to pay their 2006 annual dues as
of March 19, 2006.  Several are Life Members but
continue to contribute annually.  Through the years, this
extra financial support by our members has been very
helpful and is one of the rewarding aspects of operating
the Foundation.  It is nice to know we are appreciated.  If
you have overlooked paying your 2006 dues, please
consider using one of these special categories.

Patron Member ($500+)
Jean Dubois

Sponsoring Member ($200)
Lou Boll Duane Tabb

Sustaining Member ($100)
Bob Lawton Frances Werner
Horace Jones Blanche Skinner
Hillary Oden

Contributing Member ($50)
Kemp Conn Jack Edwards
Beau McClure Russell Hanson
Bill Luscher Ralph Heft
Marve Pearson Clair Whitlock
Ed Hastey Pat Harvey
Rita Dolan Barney Brunelle
Marion Collins Bob Kindschy
Alan Collins Francis Eickbush
Ron Younger Mike Gardner
William Schowe Burt Silcock
Fearl Parker Stew Gearhart
Larry Koch John Fields
Dick Baston Les Rosenkrance
Dan Dick Michael Redfield

The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between
BLM and PLF on PLF members’ participation in

BLM’s monitoring program is nearing completion, and
hopefully we will soon have a formal framework for this
opportunity for retirees to get back to the field on occasion
and get “dusted up”, get stuck or high centered again.
Many of our members have indicated an interest in helping
BLM collect their monitoring data, and this program will
give us the chance.  PLF member Keith Miller will be the
coordinator for this effort; and as soon as the MOU is
signed, you can expect to hear from him on how this
program will work and how you can be a part of it.  In
the meantime, you could let Keith know of your interest
by emailing him at e.keith.miller@att.net or phone at 480-
451-9090.

PLF’S ROLE IN BLM’S
MONITORING PROGRAM
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      The Public Lands Foundation has named Tim Smith,
BLM Manager at the Lake Havasu Field Office in Lake
Havasu City, Arizona, as the Outstanding Public Lands
Professional Technician for 2005.  The award highlights
his significant contributions to the outdoor recreation pro-

2005 Outstanding Public Lands Professional Techni-
cian Award Winner, Tim Smith, Havasu, AZ Field
Office Manager, (R) with PLF President George Lea.

OUTSTANDING PUBLIC LANDS
PROFESSIONAL AWARDS FOR 2005

Thanks again to our Professional Awards Committee,
chaired by Tom Allen, and his committee members,

Dean Bibles, Bob Buffington, Ed Spang, Jim Currivan
and Kim Harb, the Public Lands Foundation is pleased
to announce our 2005 award winners.   This is the 18th

year in which we have recognized the actions of a BLM
professional public land manager and a technician.

     On January 12, 2006, in the BLM Director’s
conference room in Washington, D.C., we were happy to
recognize the following award winners.  PLF President
George Lea described the national award as “Hall of
Fame” recognition for action by professional public land
managers and technicians  that constitutes special
professional achievement and courage,  not simply good
performance.  These achievements will be permanently
inscribed on the “Hall of Fame Award” plaque at BLM
headquarters in Washington, D.C.  “This is another
example of professional career employees’ willingness
to chart new direction in protecting and enhancing natural
resources.  We had many nominations this year for these
awards, and it is unfortunate that we cannot recognize
them all in this manner,” Lea said.

2005 Outstanding Public Lands Professional Awards Ceremony, January 12, 2006,
Washington, D.C.  Left to right: George Lea, PLF President; Richard Zander, Asso-
ciate Field Manager, Buffalo, WY; Tim Smith, Field Office Manager, Havasu, AZ;
and Kathleen Clarke, BLM Director.

(Continued on Page 5.)
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gram while he served recently in the California State
Office.  It recognizes Tim for not only an outstanding
career with BLM, but also for his leadership and
professionalism in playing a key role in the development
and implementation of several national and statewide
initiatives  while he  was  stationed  in  California from
March 1993 to early 2005 to enhance BLM’s recreation
management program.  Smith’s chairmanship of the
Recreation and Visitor Services Advisory Team, his
leadership on the National Mountain Bicycling Strategic
Action Plan and his developmental work on BLM’s
Priorities for Recreation and Visitor Services were some
of his accomplishments.  In addition, his leadership in
implementation of the Recreation Fee Demonstration
Program exemplifies why the PLF is pleased to recognize
Tim for his professionalism with BLM.

OUTSTANDING PUBLIC LANDS
PROFESSIONAL AWARDS FOR 2005

(Continued from Page 4.)

sial management plans intended to carry forward the
President’s National Energy Strategy.  Richard has made
significant contributions in carrying out the development
of coal bed methane gas in the Powder River Basin of
Wyoming.  Lea said, “Richard’s effort to bring divergent
interest groups together, with common goals, was not an
easy task.  Under intense scrutiny and debate, he worked
tirelessly to insure that BLM had processes in place to
not only permit environmentally responsible development,
but also achieve proper inspection and enforcement and
monitoring of natural gas.”

2005 Outstanding Public Lands Professional Manager
Award Winner, Richard Zander (R), Associate Field
Manager, Buffalo, WY with PLF President, George Lea.

     The Public Lands Foundation has named Richard
Zander, BLM Associate Field Manager at the Buffalo,
Wyoming office as the Outstanding Public Lands
Professional Manager  for 2005.  The selection
recognizes Richard for not only an outstanding career as
a minerals specialist with BLM but for his leadership
and professionalism in playing a key role in the
development and implementation of extremely controver-

NOMINATIONS FOR THE PLF LIFETIME
SERVICE AWARD NOW OPEN

The PLF Lifetime Service Award is given for career
accomplishments in the Bureau of Land

Management’s programs that benefit the management of
public lands.  Up to three or more awards may be granted
annually at the annual PLF meeting in September,
including one posthumously, to former BLM employees
who have demonstrated a lifetime of significant public
service and dedication to public lands.  An Honor Board
on display at BLM National Headquarters recognizes
each recipient.  Award criteria can be found on the PLF
website at www.publicland.org, along with a history of
the awards program.

     Nominations are due by August 1, 2006, and are
invited from any and all sources.  Each nominee’s
performance must be documented against evaluation
criteria.  Any career BLM employee meeting the following
criteria is eligible.  Nominations should be held to one or
two pages (can be by email), preferably submitted first
to the appropriate PLF State Representatives for their
preliminary evaluation against criteria, and then by them
to the Awards Committee Chairman Ed Spang at
efsplace@fmtc.com.  This committee will recommend
selections to the PLF Board.  Nominations may also be
sent to PLF at PO Box 7226, Arlington, VA  22207 or
emailed to leaplf@erols.com.

     The 2005 awardees were Danny Charlie and
posthumously to Ed Booker, Joe Fallini and Paul Rigtrup.
Their names have been added to the National Awards
Plaque on display in the BLM Director’s conference
room.
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OIL AND GAS ENVIRONMENTAL BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

The BLM is currently processing more Applications
for Permit to Drill (APD) than at any time in its

history.  Last year the Bureau processed 7,736 APDs
and plans to process just over 10,000 at the end of FY
2006.  The recently passed Energy Policy Act of 2006
has placed this priority on gas production for public lands.
Mineral development is a statutory multiple use of public
lands.  This is well established in both the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act of 1976 and the Mineral
Leasing Act of 1920 (and all of its subsequent
amendments).   This is where the concept of environmental
best management practices (BMPs) comes into play.

     What are BMPs and where did they come from?
Simply put, BMPs are state-of-the-art mitigating
practices that can be applied to any oil and gas operation,
which can then significantly reduce its footprint on the
landscape and its impact to a host of other resources.

     The BLM has listed seventeen BMPs that are to be
considered whenever an APD or energy right-of-way is
being considered.  The first four are mandatory*, and the
remaining 13 are to be considered on a case-by-case basis.
They are as listed below:

-Improved interim reclamation*
-Roads of appropriate std.*
-Improved painting*
-Improved final reclamation*
-Burying of  flowlines and powerlines in roadbed
-Raptor perch avoidance of all facilities
-Centralized production facilities
-Submersible pumps
-Belowground well heads
-Seasonal restriction of public access
-Drilling of multiple wells from single pad
-Avoidance of hilltops and ridgelines
-Improved noise reduction and design
-Screening of facilities
-Wildlife monitoring
-Bioremediation of oil spills
-Use of common right of ways and corridors

     In instances where all of the technically feasible BMPs
are fully applied on individual permits and in oil and gas

fields, the visual results are the most striking.  The first
thing the observer sees is...nothing.  Nothing, that is, but
a few scattered dots on the landscape but not the normal
maze of roads, surface laid pipelines, pump jacks, above
ground power lines, and all the accouterments common
to traditional oil and gas development.

     The pipelines (all of them) are buried deep in the road-
bed — (no need for additional surface disturbance).  The
highly visual powerlines are gone because they too have
been deeply buried in the roadbed (all but a single main
feeder line to the centralized tank battery or compres-
sor).  Tanks and treater facilities commonly at each well
pad have also been eliminated.  Instead, there is only one
central tank battery; all of the gas and liquids have been
transported via buried pipelines.  Pump jacks are gone
too.  Submersible pumps take their place.  Even well-
heads can be placed completely or partially below the
ground so that nothing is visible.  In many cases roads
are no longer needed in that wells can now be remotely
monitored with telemetry.

     Today there are examples of applying BMPs in the
thousands of federal wells in the  Powder River Basin of
Wyoming and Montana.  Certainly there are other issues
in that Basin, such as water disposal, but these Basin
offices and many of their operators have set the standard
for the rest of the Bureau.

     These practices cannot be just examples but must be
the norm for every APD permitted on public lands.  Cer-
tainly, every single BMP will not fit every well, but most
can almost all of the time.

Note: Retired PLF member Tom Hare contributed to this
article.

Leadership is based on inspiration, not domi-
nation; on cooperation, not intimidation.

—William Arthur Ward
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SMALL TRACTS

The following are some of the small but important items
left on the “cutting room floor” that would have

remained there if not for this Monitor.

Rehabbing burned lands in Nevada.  To rehabilitate
the nearly 700,000 acres recently burned in Clark and
Lincoln Counties of Nevada, the proposed action calls
for wild horse censuses, weed population surveys, seed
collection of desert tortoise desirable forage and cover
species and subsequent hand seeding of collected seeds,
planting and protective fencing of nursery-grown native
shrubs seedlings including black brush in “islands” and
wildlife water developments, protection of resprouting
Joshua trees from grazing and seeding native species on
unauthorized routes in wilderness areas and repairs to
desert bighorn sheep guzzlers.  How’s that for
comprehensive multiple use treatment?

The 2006 Grazing Fee has been established with a
common fee for both the BLM and the FS at $1.56 per
AUM, down from $1.79 in 2005. The formula used to
calculate the fee was established by Congress in the 1978
Public Rangelands Improvement Act.  Under an Executive
Order issued in 1986, the fee cannot fall below $1.35 per
AUM, and any increase or decrease cannot exceed 25 %
of the previous year’s level.

The 2006 National Public Lands Day will take place
this year on September 30, 2006.  Last year, nationally,
more than 90,000 volunteers came forward to clean up
and freshen up the public lands.  BLM is expecting
thousands to help work on 96 sites on BLM lands.
Contact your local BLM office to find out how you can
be a part of this day.

Oil Shale Leases on track as eight oil shale research
development and demonstration projects have been
approved.  The nominees will test the most
environmentally responsive methods for development of
more than 2 trillion barrels of oil lying in the oil shale
deposits in Colorado, Utah and Wyoming.   Selected from
a group of 20 applicants, the eight study areas can not
go forward without proper analysis and approval under
NEPA.

Uranium miners line up.   A huge increase in the price
of uranium is driving the interest of mining companies in
staking new claims on public lands.  Five years ago the
price was $4 per pound; now it is approaching $40 per
pound (not per ton).  BLM in Wyoming used to get about
1200 new claims each year.  Last year they received 7,800
new claims, and they expect 2,500 more this year.  The
1872 mining law governs uranium claims.  That means
no royalty to the U.S.  The mining law requires that plans
of operation be approved by BLM under the Bureau’s
3809 surface management regulations and must comply
with the National Environmental Policy Act; and miners
must obtain a uranium recovery license from the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

Public Land sale proposal is alive in the Senate (see
President’s Column).  Although the Senate Energy
Committee expressed reservations, the Senate on March
16 approved a FY 2007 budget that would keep alive
two controversial Administration land sale proposals.
One of the proposals would sell Forest Service lands to
support rural school districts.  The other proposal would
sell thousands of acres of BLM managed lands, the
country’s valuable capital assets, to reduce the federal
budget deficit rather than reduce expenditures, with 70%
of the revenues going to the U.S. Treasury.  Monitor
readers are encouraged to contact their local
Congressional representatives in the House and Senate
expressing their objections to these proposals.

Cattlemen asked to buy wild horses.  BLM and livestock
industry leaders will ask more than 15,000 grazing
permittees across the west to buy wild horses and burros,
particularly old and previously unadoptable animals.
Both sides of Congress criticized BLM last spring when
41 wild horses were sold and sent to slaughter.  The
animals were sold under the provisions of the FY 2005
appropriations bill that authorized the sale of old and
unadoptable horses.  Subsequently BLM tightened its
regulations to prevent future slaughters.  During 2006
over 6,800 excess animals must be removed from public
lands to reach the wild horse habitat capacity level.  These
animals must be either adopted or kept at a federal cost
of $1.20 per head per day ($9.6 million per year).   With
a shortage of adopters, the majority of these collected
animals will be added to the 22,000 excess animals
currently being held and fed until they die of natural
causes.
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MAJOR PUBLIC LANDS ISSUES

BLM Proposes new grazing, energy, and forest
NEPA exemptions.  BLM proposed broad changes

to its environmental review policy January 25, including
additional categorical exclusions (CXs) for renewed
grazing permits, for oil and gas and geothermal
development, and for forest activities. BLM included the
CX proposals in a draft Departmental Manual (DM) on
implementation of NEPA.  The DM would also change
public involvement procedures, use of new analyses, and
conformance of environmental documentation with land
use plans.  The CX would apply if a BLM field officer
determined a grazing allotment met health standards or,
for reasons other than grazing, did not meet health
standards.

     The oil and gas and geothermal CXs would be applied
to exploration activities where no roads were proposed,
to the drilling of geothermal wells in Nevada within a
developed field, and to the issuance of geothermal permits
and licenses in a utilization plan where NEPA analysis
was already completed.

     The timber CXs would be applied to scaling sample
trees in timber cruises, harvesting trees on less than 70
acres where road construction of less than a half-mile
was contemplated, salvaging trees on less than 250 acres
where road construction of less than a half-mile was
contemplated, harvesting trees to control insects or
diseases on less than 250 acres where road construction
of less than a half-mile was contemplated.  That would
marry with a new Forest Service policy.

New RS 2477 Policy.  Relying on a circuit court decision,
Secretary of Interior Gale Norton on March 21 issued an
order that critics say wrongly favors local governments
in deciding the validity of RS 2477 rights-of-way (ROWs).
The order  favors  state and  local governments in deciding
the fate of claimed RS 2477 ROWs and directs that as a
minimum, agencies should allow a county  to  maintain a
way even before an RS 2477 assertion is proved.

     “Where a county seeks only to preserve the status
quo on a road, determining its ownerships may not be
necessary,” stated  the dense 12-page memorandum. “Instead
the Bureau should consult with the claimant about enter-

ing into an agreement that allows for the upkeep of the
status quo by routine maintenance.”

     The Norton order also appears to authorize federal land
managers to approve construction on claimed ROWs before
courts have ruled on the status of the ROWs.  A department
press release says, “where a claimant wishes to perform
construction or expand use beyond the status quo, the land
manager may make an informal, nonbinding determination
of whether the RS 2477 claim is valid and whether the
proposed improvements are reasonable and necessary in light
of the traditional uses that established the claimed right-of-
way.”

     Norton’s order constitutes a parting shot as she
prepares to leave office March 31.  In the guidelines she
relied on a Sept. 9, 2005, decision of the Tenth U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals that held BLM does not have authority
to decide if a way constitutes an RS 2477 ROW or not.
Only a court has authority.  Indeed the Tenth Circuit held,
“We therefore conclude that federal law governs the
interpretation of RS 2477, but that in determining what
is required for acceptance of a right of way under the statute,
federal law ‘borrows’ from long-established  principles of
state law, to the extent that state law provides convenient
and appropriate principles for effectuating congressional
intent.” Norton’s order follows up on the court’s criticism
of a key standard BLM used in the past to determine the
validity of RS 2477 ROWs – construction work must have
been performed on the way.   Well, we don’t know if all this
is going to help clear the way for a resolution to this long-
standing controversy or not..  We think  not, and the files on
this issue will remain on the desk of the new Secretary of
Interior, Dirk Kempthorne.

Wyoming Grazing Dispute.  This case arises out of one
of many legal disputes between rancher Harvey Frank
Robbins and the BLM in Wyoming.  A controversial 2003
settlement resolving many of the BLM’s trespass claims
against Robbins was cancelled after Robbins continued
to provoke additional claims of willful livestock trespass.
Several career BLM employees resigned or retired as a
result of this settlement agreement, politically engineered
by the Interior’s Solicitor’s office.

(Continued on Page 9.)
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     Robbins filed the instant case, a Racketeer Influenced
and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) action against six
individual BLM employees, alleging that the defendants
unlawfully violated RICO and the Fifth Amendment,
specifically by (a) retaliating against him for the exercise
of his right to exclude the BLM from his private property,
and (b) by unlawfully attempting to extort the right-of-
way across his private lands.  BLM records indicate that
from April 1995 to May 2004 the BLM charged Robbins
with trespass 29 times on 17 different allotments, and
Robbins continues in violation of his grazing privileges
currently.

      The defendants filed for summary judgment, which
the district court granted on Robbins’ abuse of process,
malicious prosecution, and substantive due process
claims, but denied on defendants’ assertions of qualified
immunity from the Fifth Amendment retaliation and RICO
extortion claims.  Robbins v. Wilkie, 252 F. Supp. 2d
1286 (D. Wyo. 2003).  In a recent panel decision, the
Tenth Circuit affirmed, holding that: (1) there is a “clearly
established” constitutional right to be free from retaliation
for exercise of the right to exclude the government from
one’s property, and (2) that it is also “clearly established”
that the otherwise-lawful exercise of regulatory authority
may constitute extortion under RICO if done with
extortionate intent. The Department of Justice has now
petitioned the Tenth Circuit for en banc reconsideration
of that decision.

     Although this is an unusual case, it is one that may
potentially have significant adverse implications for
public lands management.  The key concern here is that
if employees of the BLM and other land management
agencies may be subject to personal RICO liability based
on the exercise of lawful regulatory authority, based solely
on the allegation that their conduct was motivated by a
desire to obtain a right-of-way or other benefit for the
government, agency employees may be deterred from
exercising their proper, lawful regulatory authority.  In
other words, BLM employees facing a discretionary
decision whether or not to take administrative action
against a grazing permittee for repeated livestock trespass
or permit violations may be deterred from taking such
action by the threat of personal (and substantial) RICO

MAJOR PUBLIC LANDS ISSUES
(Continued from Page 8.)

liability.  In addition, by making “extortionate intent,”
rather than the objective nature of officials’ actions, the
touchstone of the analysis - even if the alleged extortionate
intent is to gain a benefit for the government, not the
defendant personally - the panel’s decision creates
dangerous uncertainty by creating a situation where
objectively lawful actions create a risk of RICO liability
simply due to a plaintiff’s allegations regarding subjective
intent.

     The PLF sees this as a very critical test case of the
authority and ability of field managers to manage the
public lands, and we have joined the National Wildlife
Federation and the Wyoming Wildlife Federation to file
a brief of Amici Curiae supporting the BLM defendants.
The gist of our argument is that the appropriate
mechanism for review of agency enforcement actions is
through administrative or judicial challenge under BLM
regulations or the APA, not through individual liability
claims against agency employees.  The latest development
is that the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals denied our
request to file an amicus brief.  At this point, unless the
Department of Justice elects to seek review by the U.S.
Supreme Court - an unlikely event - the case will now
continue to jury trial in the U.S. District Court of
Wyoming.
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PLF’S POSITION STATEMENTS
Forest Plan Revisions & A Future For O&C Forests

October 2005

From time to time PLF has issued policy papers on
current important  public land issues.  The following

is such a paper.  To date we have issued 28 papers, all of
which can be found at our web site, www.publicland.org.
These papers help guide the Foundation, its members,
and Board of Directors to present a professional and
uniform explanation of the issues to the public, Congress
and BLM policy employees.  Interestingly these position
papers receive the most hits on our web site.

Executive Summary
The Bureau of Land Management, along with a number
of cooperating governmental agencies is now in the
process of revising six land use plans in Western Oregon.
All plans must be completed by December of 2008.  The
vast majority of the public lands in the planning area are
Revested Oregon and California (O&C) and Coos Bay
Wagon Road (CBWR) lands and are managed under the
statutory authority of the Oregon and California Revested
Railroad Lands Act of 1937 (O&C Act of 1937, Public
Law 75-405).  Planning decisions for these lands must
meet all the mandated requirements of the O&C Act, the
Endangered Species Act, the Clean Air and Water Acts,
the National Environmental Policy Act and other
associated regulatory acts.  Revised plans must provide
direction for (1) ensuring permanent timber production
on a sustained yield basis, (2) providing for the
conservation and recovery of species listed under the
Endangered Species Act and (3) meeting clean air and
water standards.

Issue
The Bureau of Land Management is required to revise
six western Oregon Resource Management Plans by
December 31, 2008.  These resource management plans
include the Roseburg, Medford, Coos Bay, Eugene, and
Salem Districts and a portion of lands managed by the
Lakeview District’s Klamath Falls Resource Area.  Plan
revisions must answer the question regarding how the
BLM should manage the O&C and Coos Bay Wagon
Road lands to achieve the O&C requirement of permanent
timber production on a sustained yield basis, as interpre-
ted by the U.S. 9th Circuit of Appeals, while complying
with other applicable laws, such as the Endangered
Species Act and the Clean Water and Air Acts.

Background
The Secretary of Interior, through the BLM, manages
2.55 million acres of public lands in western Oregon, of
which 2,158,654 acres are managed under the authority
of the O&C Act and are commonly referred to as O&C
lands.  The remaining 391,346 acres are Public Domain
lands which are managed under the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act (FLPMA).  In 1995, the BLM
adopted resource management plans for its Coos Bay,
Eugene, Lakeview (Klamath Falls Resource Area),
Medford, Roseburg and Salem Districts.  All plans were
based on the records of decision of the Secretaries of
Interior and Agriculture for planning documents
associated with the Northwest Forest Plan   All land use
allocations and standards and guidelines for management
developed for the NW Forest Plan were adopted by the
BLM and incorporated into the Districts’ land use plans.

     The NW Forest Plan encompassed portions of three
states and involved more than 24 million acres of federal
land.  Most of these lands are located in national forests
and are administrated by the Forest Service.  Less than
10 percent of these federal lands are O&C and Coos Bay
Wagon Road lands administrated by the BLM in Oregon.
The NW Forest Plan was designed primarily to create a
late successional and old growth forest throughout the
range of the Northern Spotted Owl.  It also has a provision
for sustained timber production, but it is a secondary
goal that hasn’t been reached since the NW Forest Plan’s
inception nine years ago.

     The National Forest Management Act, the Federal
Land Policy and Management Act, the O&C Act of 1937,
the Endangered Species Act, the Clean Water and Air
Acts and other associated regulatory acts were utilized
in the development of the NW Forest Plan.  It is difficult
to identify, however, where the O&C Act was
incorporated into the plan since all Federal lands were
treated the same regardless of statutory authority in the
development of land use allocations and the standards
and guidelines for management.  The O&C Act mandates
a dominant use for permanent forest production for timber
harvest on a sustained yield basis.  Management on O&C

(Continued on Page 11.)
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and Coos Bay Wagon Road lands must be in compliance
with the requirements of all pertaining regulatory acts,
but are not subject to other multiple use public land laws,
including FLPMA, if activities would conflict or limit
timber production on these lands.  A “saving provision”
of FLPMA states that if there is any inconsistency between
FLPMA and the O&C Act in so far as they relate to the
management of timber resources and the disposition of
revenues, then the O&C Act will prevail. (Statutory
language FLPMA-Title VII sec. 701b.)

     The current BLM district plans are made up of a series
of land allocations with the objectives of providing for
an increase in older forest habitat over time; protecting
and recovering species under the Endangered Species Act;
attaining specific aquatic conservation strategies at a
watershed level; and making areas available for
commercial timber harvest, subject to specific standards
and guidelines.  Approximately 80 percent of the O&C
and Coos Bay Wagon Road lands were reserved for the
development and conservation of late successional and
old growth forests and aquatic systems and are no longer
available for forest production and timber harvest on a
sustained yield basis.  The majority of these lands were
allocated to Late Successional Reserves, Riparian
Reserves, and Adaptive Management Areas (AMAs).
Congressionally Designated Areas and Administrated
Withdrawn Areas were allocated to a much lesser degree.
The remaining 20 percent of the land base, known as
Matrix Lands, was designated primarily for a sustainable
level of timber harvest.

     Although the Matrix lands were supposed to provide
for commercial timber harvest, it has been very difficult
for the BLM to develop viable timber sales because of
the many restrictive standards and guidelines that were
imposed by the requirements associated with the NW
Forest Plan.  These Matrix lands were also to function
as connectivity between Late Successional Reserves and
were to provide habitat for a variety of organisms
associated with older forests.  The standards and
guidelines were also designed to provide for the retention
of moderate levels of ecologically valuable old growth
components such as snags, down logs and large green
trees.

Forest Plan Revisions & A Future For O&C Forests
(Continued from Page 10.)

     The O&C Act requires the BLM to declare an
Allowable Sale Quantity (ASQ).  Because of the
uncertainties and restrictions required for developing
timber sales, the Bureau has not been able to make a
declaration.  Instead, the agency established a Probable
Sale Quantity (PSQ).  The PSQ represented the best
assessment of the average amount of timber likely to be
sold annually from lands at least partially available for
commercial forest production (Matrix and AMA lands)
over the next decade, factoring in the complex nature of
the standards and guidelines in the NW Forest Plan.  To
date, the Districts have failed to meet their assigned PSQ
targets, except for the Lakeview District, because of
significant mortality salvage.  After nine years, the
average timber sale volume result for the western Oregon
Districts is at approximately 50 percent of its decadal
target.

     Shortly after the Secretaries signed the decision
records, the American Forest Resource Council (AFRC)
and others filed a lawsuit on the NW Forest Plan.  It
dealt specifically with the forest plan and BLM’s planning
documents not meeting the requirements of the O&C Act.
In August 2003 a settlement agreement was entered into
between AFRC, the Association of O&C Counties and
the Secretaries of Interior and Agriculture, requiring the
BLM to revise its land use plans to meet the mandated
requirements of the O&C Act.

Historical Highlights Involving O&C Lands
In 1866, Congress established a land grant to promote
the completion of the Oregon and California Railroad
from Portland, Oregon, to San Francisco, California.  In
1916, Congress revested, or brought back into federal
ownership, the title to approximately 2.2 million acres of
land deeded to the Oregon and California Railroad after
the company violated the terms of the land grant.
Congress also revested about 93,000 acres of Coos Bay
Wagon Road (CBWR) lands due to similar circumstances
in 1919.  The O&C Act of 1937 placed management
jurisdiction of these lands under the U.S. Department of
Interior and directed that timber thereon be managed for
permanent forest production using the principle of
sustained  yield.  The benefits of  sustained  yield forest

(Continued on Page 12.)
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management, as described in the O&C Act, are a
permanent source of timber supply that is sold, cut, and
removed under the principle of sustained yield; protection
of watersheds; regulation of stream flow; a contribution
to the stability of local communities and timber industries
and providing for recreational facilities.  The O&C Act
also requires that 50 percent of the revenue generated
from management of the lands be returned to the counties
that contain revested lands.

The Settlement Agreement and Its Requirements
The settlement agreement requires the BLM to revise the
resource management plans for its Coos Bay, Eugene,
Lakeview, Medford, Roseburg and Salem Districts by
Dec. 31, 2008.  At least one alternative to be considered
in each plan revision will be an alternative that will not
create any reserves on O&C and Coos Bay Wagon Road
lands except as required to avoid jeopardy under the
Endangered Species Act.  In addition, all the new plan
land use decisions must be consistent with the O&C Act
as interpreted by the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals in
Headwaters v BLM.

     The 9th Circuit in its ruling on this case stated that the
primary purpose of the O&C lands is for timber
production in conformity with the provision of sustained
yield.  It further stated that: (1) “Forest Production” under
the O&C Act means timber production; (2) the O&C Act
makes timber production the “dominant use” for the O&C
lands; (3) the purposes of the O&C Act were to provide
revenues to counties through timber harvests and insure
reforestation of lands as they were harvested; (4)
“sustained yield” means the amount of timber harvested
does not exceed new growth; and (5) exempting timber
resources from harvesting to serve as wildlife habitat is
inconsistent with the principle of sustained yield required
by the O&C Act.  The 9th Circuit found nothing in the
legislative history to suggest that wildlife habitat
conservation or conservation of old growth forest is a
goal on a par with timber production or indeed that it is
a goal of the O&C Act at all.

Regulatory Act Requirements
Resource activities on O&C lands must be in compliance
with the mandatory  requirements of several  regulatory

Forest Plan Revisions & A Future For O&C Forests
(Continued from Page 11.)

acts, such as the Endangered Species Act (ESA), the
Clean Water and Air Acts, and NEPA.  For example, if
compliance with the ESA requires that certain areas be
withdrawn from timber harvests, then management under
the O&C Act must accommodate that requirement.  But,
if other less restrictive means are available, then
protections under the ESA or other regulatory acts must
be accomplished by means other than withdrawals.
Implementation of mandatory federal statutes such as the
ESA must seek innovative ways to achieve the minimum
impairment of timber production on the O&C land while
still complying with the requirements of the regulatory
Acts.

Reserves and Lands Not Subject To Planned Timber
Harvest
The O&C Act does not allow for the creation of reserves
except when it becomes absolutely necessary to comply
with the ESA, Clean Water, Wild & Scenic River
designations and other mandatory federal statutes.  The
O&C Act, however, does permit excluding certain areas
from the timber base if doing so contributes to sustained
yield forestry.  For example, planned timber sale harvests
should not be conducted in areas of fragile and highly
erosive soils where reforestation would not be successful,
where severe landslides are highly likely to result from
harvest, on rock south-facing slopes where reforestation
would likely fail, and along stream corridors with a high
potential for damaging erosion.  Other examples would
include significant old growth research areas, seed source
and Port Orchard Cedar sites and developed recreation
sites.

The O&C Act contemplates management for sustained
yield timber production in ways that protect watersheds,
regulate stream flows and provide for developed
recreation sites.  Those three things are mentioned in the
O&C Act as expected outcomes of sustained yield
forestry, not goals of the Act that compete with timber
production.  Lands can therefore be excluded from
planned timber harvests for these three purposes so long
as doing so contributes to, or does not materially impair,
sustained yield timber production when considering the
entire land base.

(Continued on Page 13.)
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Planning Standards and Guidelines
New forest planning standards and guidelines need to be
applied to ensure full compliance with the O&C Act and
meet all the requirements of the associated regulatory
Acts.  The following actions and activities are recom-
mended to ensure long-term timber production on a
sustained yield basis on O&C and Coos Bay Wagon Road
lands.

Forest Resources and Management Practices Under
the O&C Act
The BLM has broad discretion to utilize a variety of
timber management practices throughout the landscape.
Management schemes, such as structure-based
management, adopting different rotation-age systems, and
applying a variety of silvercultural practices, should be
used for the development of a long-term timber sale and
harvest program on a sustained yield basis and for the
conservation and recovery of species listed under the
Endangered Species Act.  The BLM should also apply
best management practices for the protection and
enhancement of streams and fish, preventing runoff and
controlling erosion, developing and maintaining roads,
and ensuring clean water on a long-term basis.  A variety
of timber sale design and layout techniques can be utilized
to minimize short-term environmental impacts and ensure
long-term environmental protection of the O&C lands.
In addition, the BLM is expected to maintain air quality
standards with all management activities.

Research and Modeling Techniques
In harmonizing the competing demands in the
management of resources, while honoring the
requirements of the O&C Act, it is essential that the BLM
employ the best science available.  The federal agencies
(BLM and the concerned regulatory agencies) should use
studies and analytical tools that will facilitate achieving
the mandated requirements of the O&C Act and the
regulatory acts.  Modeling tools should be capable of
looking at all parts of the puzzle with the capability of
looking at the cause and effect of all relationships.  Several
models have been developed, and Oregon State University
has conducted extensive research through its COPE
and other research  programs that could be used for  the

planning revisions.  There are also a number of existing
socioeconomic studies that should be updated and
expanded so that the planning process can take into
account likely impacts of various options on local
communities.

ASQ Development and Declaration
An annual sale quantity must be identified for each plan
alternative analyzed with a subsequent declaration based
on planning decision.  Management under the O&C Act
requires a declaration based on sustained yield of timber
production.

Social and Economic Perspective
Federal law dedicated the O&C lands in 1937 to provide
for permanent timber production through long-term
sustained yield forestry to help support local communities
and local governments with timber sale receipts and by
supplying timber to local industries for the purposes of
creating jobs and income.  All plan alternatives should,
therefore, identify and analyze opportunities for social
and economic growth and be evaluated by reference to
the O&C Act’s economic goals.  Plan decisions should
create jobs and increase income flow within the counties;
create opportunities for growth in the timber and related
industries; increase county revenue through timber
receipts; increase tax revenue to the State of Oregon;
and provide opportunities to stabilize communities in a
rural environment.  The existence of temporary safety-
net legislation such as PL 106-393 does not eliminate the
need to actively pursue the economic goals of the O&C
Act for the long-term.

Future Catastrophic Events
The O&C Act’s principles of sustained yield require that
all plan revisions address how the agency is going to
respond rapidly to emergencies resulting from fire, flood,
insect epidemics, and ice and wind storms where the
prompt removal of dead or dying timber in a timely
manner is necessary for the protection, reforestation and
rehabilitation of the resources as well as avoidance of
economic loss.

(Continued on Page 14.)
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Recommendations
The Public Lands Foundation recommends that BLM and
the regulatory agencies comply with the requirements of
the Settlement Agreement and that the BLM revise its
District land use plans to meet the mandates of the O&C
Act and associated regulatory acts.  In order to ensure
timber production on a sustainable basis, a variety of
timber management, watershed management and
silvercultural practices must be applied on all the O&C
and Coos Bay Wagon Road lands.  Clean water, clean
air and endangered species standards must be achieved
by utilizing a variety of management practices and by
keeping reserves to a minimum. Timber sales should
always be designed to minimize short- term environmental
impacts and provide for long-term environmental
protection of the O&C lands and their timber resources.
In addition, the BLM must employ the best science
available in revising its land use plans.

     In order to promote community stability and provide
for long- term sustained yield, the annual timber sale
quantity should be established at the biological timber-
growing capacity of the forestland available for harvest
consistent with the objectives of the O&C and associated
regulatory acts.  Decisions on the allowable harvest need
to be made far enough in advance to enable dependent
communities to plan for the future.  Each plan revision
should make a decadal harvest declaration.  To support
this ASQ declaration, the plans should identify specific
sale areas for ten years.  With modern technology and
computer models capable of looking at the big picture,
this approach is now a reality.

COMBINED FEDERAL CAMPAIGN
CFC #2346

ATTENTION BLM EMPLOYEES AND
PLF MEMBERS

The PLF is a part of the 2006 Combined Federal
Campaign, and again this year we have adopted the
assumed name, called a “doing business as” (d.b.a) name,
of “Conservation and Protection of Public Land.”  So
look for us under this name at our old CFC number of
2346.  We have adopted this new name just for CFC
efforts because our formal name of Public Lands
Foundation does not describe to an uninformed person
what it is that PLF does.  We believe this d.b.a. name
will help do that.  We are still affiliated with the
Conservation and Preservation Charities of America, a
group of 30 national organizations, all dedicated to
conserving and preserving the natural resources of our
country.

     We ask current BLM employees to look for PLF in
the CFC Catalogue, CFC # 2346, when the 2006
campaign begins this fall.  The working children and
grandchildren of PLF members can also find us listed in
both the United Fund and CFC.  Hint, Hint!

     We also want to send a special thank you to those
who have supported PLF by directing their CFC
contribution to the Foundation each year.
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IN MEMORIUM

The Public Lands Foundation regrets to inform you that
the following long-time BLM employees have passed on:

Robert E. Proctor - BLM Forester at Coos Bay and
Redding Districts on November 26, 2005, in Redding,
California.

Carmela Y. Clary - BLM Purchasing Agent in Alaska
on February 8, 2006, in Anchorage, Alaska.

Rosemary Transue - BLM Secretary for Administration
in the Idaho State Office on February 2, 2006, in Boise,
Idaho.

Merle Eugene Marshall - BLM Forester in the Boise
and Idaho Falls Districts and Portland, Oregon and Area
Manager in Salem on January 18,2006, in Oregon City,
Oregon.

Dwan Rae Berreman - BLM Land Law Examiner in
the Nevada State Office on February 4,2006, in Reno,
Nevada.

Don Watson - BLM employee in Cheyenne, Rawlins,
and Pinedale and in Lands at the Idaho State Office and
Area Manager at Idaho Falls, on December 14,2005, in
Idaho Falls, Idaho.

Rick Kirkness - BLM Public Affairs Specialist in the
Montana State Office in January 2006 in Billings,
Montana.

Bob (RD) Nielson - District Grazier for the Grazing
Service in Murray, Utah; BLM Manager of the Missouri
River Basin Project in Billings, MT and BLM State
Director in Montana and Utah on March 18, 2006, in
Aptos, California.

MEMORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

A contribution has been received from Louise Senzel in
fond memory of her father, Irving Senzel, and in honor
of her mother, Jennie Senzel.

A contribution has been received from Ed and Marlene
Spang in memory of Kay Boll.

Contributions have been received from Bill Leavell in
memory of Ross Youngblood, Kay Boll, Bob Wolf, and
Merle Marshall.

A contribution has been received from Larry Woodward
in memory of Merle Marshall.

A contribution has been received from Howard Delano
in memory of Merle Marshall.

A contribution has been received from Phil Hamilton in
memory of Guy Higginson.

A contribution has been received from Gordon Knight in
memory of Guy Higginson.

A contribution has been received from Del Vail in memory
of Allen Thomas.

A contribution has been received from Ed and Joyce
Hastey in memory of Marlene Spang.
 
A contribution has been received from Dona Barker  in
memory of Marlene Spang and Helen Ransbacher.
 
A contribution has been received from George Lea in
memory of Marlene Spang.
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The Public Lands Foundation supports effective management of the public lands and natural resources under the administration of the
Bureau of Land Management.  It encourages optimum implementation of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act, professional-
ism among employees, and the utilization of career employees throughout BLM, including the top management positions.

For America’s Heritage

A registration form is included as an insert
in this edition of The Monitor, along

with a description of the schedule of social/
entertainment events at this year’s annual
meeting in Golden, Colorado, during
September 20 - 23.  The meeting will be held
at the Golden Hotel in downtown Golden at
800 11th Street in the shadows of the foothills
of the Rockies.

     A special room rate has been set up for
PLF members, and you can make
reservations by calling the hotel at 1-800-
233-7214 or 303-299-0100 and telling them
that you are with the Public Lands
Foundation.  You need to make hotel
reservations by August 29 to be assured of
the availability of a room at our rate.

     Send the meeting registration form to John
Foster, 12940 Willow Way, Golden,
Colorado, 80401.  If you do that by August
22, it will save you $10 in the registration
fee and will make it easier for the Golden
PLF Planning Committee to make
arrangements for tours and food events.

     The theme for our meeting is “Public
Pressures on Public Land”.  There will be
interesting panels and speakers on the theme,
BLM  Land  Tenure Policy, Service First,

REGISTER EARLY FOR 2006 ANNUAL MEETING
IN GOLDEN, COLORADO

science policy in BLM, the new Energy
Policy Act of 2006, and solutions to the split
estate issue and updates on other national
public land issues.

     The PLF Board Meeting will be held on
Tuesday, September 19.  Wednesday
morning, the 20th, will open with our
traditional 18 holes of championship golf at
the Applewood Golf Course, followed by our
traditional “ice-breaker” family barbecue in
the evening.  The general meeting, which
begins Thursday morning and ends Saturday
at noon, will be at the Golden Hotel.

     Our luncheon speaker on Thursday is a
special feature you will not want to miss.
We are very fortunate to have Patricia
Limerick as our speaker.  Patricia is a
professor of history at the University of
Colorado at Boulder.  She is Chairman of
the Board for the Center on the American
West, author of “Legacy of Conquest” among
others, and a much-in-demand, dynamic
speaker.

     The  “entertainment package” includes
exciting shopping and tourist tours,
photographic tour of Rocky Mountain
National Park, casino trip, the Atlanta Braves

(Continued on Page 2.)
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versus the Colorado Rockies baseball game, and, of
course, the Friday evening awards banquet. On Saturday
morning until noon, we will wrap up with our business
meeting.

     It will be an interesting and fun time. There is a lot to
do and see in Golden and the surrounding mountain area.
We are expecting a large turnout, so make your plans
now to enjoy seeing old friends and associates and take
part in the discussions.

On May 10 the House Appropriations Committee
killed the Administration’s proposal to sell BLM

lands to reduce the budget deficit (thanks in no small
measure to PLF members who let their representatives
know their view of such proposals).  However, this land
sale may well resurface during this session of Congress,
or the next for that matter; or it may take different routes.
For example, Congressional representatives in Idaho and
Utah have introduced bills into Congress which would
sell and transfer significant amounts of federal land,
mostly BLM land, to individuals or local and state
governments.

     A notable change in tactics has emerged in these new
bills.  It is known as the “Quid Pro Quo Template” where,
in exchange for designating wilderness areas, BLM lands
are sold or transferred out of federal ownership.  The
PLF supports the establishment of new formal wilderness
areas, but not as part of “horse trading”  with BLM lands.
Wilderness legislation should be considered, as in the past,
strictly on the merits of the wilderness quality of the area,
and not as a “Trojan Horse” for selling public lands.

     Equally, the disposal of public lands should be
addressed for the merits involved, as developed through
the planning system, and not as part of a quid pro quo
wilderness.   In addition, FLPMA and BLM’s land use
planning system both have set the nation’s policy for the
disposal of public lands and the establishment of
wilderness areas.  Those processes should be allowed to
proceed from the bottom up and not circumvented top
down by Congress.  Congress’s role in all of this is to
establish the policy for land disposal, as has been done
in FLPMA, and the establishment of wilderness areas in
the Wilderness Act.

PRESIDENT’S COLUMN
Selling Public Lands

     There have been several cases of quid pro quo
wilderness areas (or maybe it is in reality a quid pro quo
public land disposal).  The most recent quid pro quo
wilderness was the Lincoln County Conservation,
Recreation and Development Act of 2004 in Nevada to
establish 768,000 acres of wilderness north of Las Vegas,
while trading off water pipelines rights-of-way across
public lands, conveying over 18,000 acres of BLM lands
to the County and selling 100,00 acres of BLM lands to
the highest bidder.

     The “slippery slope” to disposal of public lands we
have spoken of is getting wider and slipperier.  We do not
support retaining all public lands in public ownership.
However, what is needed is a comprehensive analysis of
a BLM land tenure plan that is thoroughly and openly
debated on a national scale before proceeding further with
a quid pro quo BLM land disposal program.

George Lea,  President

ANNUAL MEETING IN GOLDEN, CO
(Continued from Page 1.)

National Environmental Education & Training Foundation
National Rifle Association
National Wildlife Federation
Northwest Mining Association
Public Lands Council
Western States Tourism Policy Council
Wilderness Society

CONSERVATION ADVISORY COUNCIL

American Forest & Paper Association
American Hiking Society
Bureau of Land Management (liaison member)
Independent Petroleum Assn. of Mountain States
Izaak Walton League of America
National Association of Counties
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A ROLE FOR PLF TO HELP BLM’S MONITORING PROGRAM

The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between
BLM and PLF on monitoring has been signed!  On

June 22, 2006, PLF President George Lea, accompanied
by several members of the PLF Board of Directors, and
BLM Director Kathleen Clarke signed the MOU.  We
now have the formal framework providing the opportunity
for retirees to get back to the field on occasion and get
“dusted up”, get stuck or high centered again.  Many of
our members have indicated an interest in helping BLM
collect its monitoring data, and this program will give us
the chance.

     The signatories to this MOU agree that monitoring is
an essential component of effective management of the
public lands and resources.  Monitoring allows BLM to
determine change in conditions resulting from various
management actions and to ascertain the need for changes
in management to achieve resource objectives.
Monitoring is used to measure progress toward meeting
resource objectives and achieving land health standards,
and progress toward achieving goals for the Department’s
Strategic Plan.

     Many PLF members are experienced with gathering
data using methods approved by BLM.  These include
methods for monitoring and inventorying wildlife habitat,
vegetation community composition, weed population and
distribution, and riparian functionality.  Members have
expressed a desire to use their expertise and capabilities
to supplement data collection performed by BLM staff
and could provide voluntary service to help BLM
accomplish this important task

     PLF member Keith Miller will be the coordinator for
this effort; and now that  the MOU has been signed, you
can expect to hear from him on how this program will
work and how you can be a part of it.  In the meantime,
you could let Keith know of your interest by emailing
him at e.keith.miller@att.net or phone at 480-451-9090.

     Retired BLMers have experience and expertise in all
BLM programs.  Some, but not all, retirees have an
interest in continuing to put their expertise and capabilities
to use and represent a work force that could benefit BLM.
Monitoring is a labor-intensive activity, and even a small
percentage of PLF members with an interest in helping
could become a substantial work force.

     BLM has been notoriously short of personnel to carry
out its responsibilities; and follow-up evaluations such
as monitoring usually have had to be given lower priority
or are not accomplished.  When accomplished, BLM
monitoring is often not continuous but sporadic,
depending on the funding and priority given it.  The lack
of personnel is often the main reason for poor
accomplishments in monitoring.  A program of PLF
members volunteering time to aid BLM accomplishing
its program monitoring could be a win/win situation for
both retirees and BLM.

     The best thing PLF can give to BLM employees is
assistance.  PLF does this in many ways, some of which
are not observable by most BLM field people (like
supporting budgets, Congressional testimony, awards,
position statements, archives, etc.). But monitoring
provides a mechanism by which that assistance can be
given in a visible, direct, helpful, and useable way.

     Present day BLM employees are no different than
those of old—they have more to do than they can possibly
get done.  So here is a place for PLF members to come to
the aid of their younger co-horts and both benefit from
the experience.  It also shows BLMers that PLF members
are still interested in public lands resources and concerned
about their health and well-being.  PLF members truly
want to be helpful.

     BLM field people will provide training as to how they
desire information gathered, and PLF members may be
able to provide current field people with information they
didn’t know existed.  For example, during the grazing
EIS days, several offices didn’t realize the inventory data
they had in their files.  So, if BLM field offices have a
need for monitoring assistance, PLF will do everything
in its power to provide that help.  PLF asks that the BLM
offices contact Keith Miller at r.keith.miller@att.net or
480-451-9090.  Keith will be the clearing house for this
effort.

     The various BLM field office program leaders will
prescribe the methods, timing and location of monitoring
needed and train volunteers in collecting the data.  PLF
will match these needs with interested Foundation
members. BLM will, of course, store and interpret the
information collected; PLF’s role will be the collection
of data. Be one of the first; call Keith today.
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THE ANTIQUITIES ACT
A Century of Protecting America’s Natural and Cultural Treasures;

A Century of Bipartisan Conservation

Congress passed the Antiquities Act in June 1906 to
address the vulnerability of archaeological sites and

Native American artifacts in the southwestern United
States to looting and destruction.  Educators and scientists
led the effort to safeguard sites on public lands endangered
by careless digging and purposeful commercial looting.
Ruins and areas of scientific interest were not perceived
at that time as meriting protection as national parks, often
because they were viewed as insufficiently large or scenic.

     The Antiquities Act provided presidents with a new
tool for preservation by granting them the authority to
permanently reserve as monuments places on federal lands
with significant prehistoric, historic, or natural features.
Theodore Roosevelt, the first president to use this new
power, protected more than one million acres by
designating 18 national monuments in 9 states between
1906 and 1911.  Almost every White House has followed
Roosevelt’s lead.  Use of the Antiquities Act has been
resolutely bipartisan.  Republican chief executives have
created 60 national monuments; their Democrat
counterparts 63.  President Clinton created a dozen
monuments that are today part of the BLM’s National
Landscape Conservation System.  And recently, President
George W. Bush created the African Burial Ground
National Monument in New York City.

     Today the benefits of national monuments are felt far
beyond the educational and scientific communities that
first sought preservation of archaeological sites.  Although
many Americans have never heard of the Antiquities Act,
they recognize and enjoy tremendous benefits from
national monuments administered by the National Park
Service, Bureau of Land Management, Fish and Wildlife
Service and the Forest Service.  For example, the ancient
cliff dwellings of Montezuma National Monument in
Arizona, the caverns and geological features in South
Dakota’s Jewel Caves, and the volcanic landscape of
Craters of the Moon in Idaho are three of the more than
100 unique places that we can explore thanks to the
Antiquities Act. In addition, some of our most iconic
national parks, including Grand Canyon, Olympic, Joshua
Tree and  Zion, were originally  designated as  national

monuments under the Antiquities Act and later were
expanded and re-designated as national parks by
Congress.

     Many of the newest national monuments are a part of
the BLM’s 26 million-acre National Landscape
Conservation System (NLCS).  The NCLS brings
together some of the best of the BLM’s 264 million acres.
We say “some of the best” because BLM lands contain
many more special areas deserving of national monument
designation.  The NLCS contains all of BLM’s
monuments, national conservation areas, wild and scenic
rivers, national scenic and historic trails, wilderness and
wilderness study area.  While the Antiquities Act and
national monument designations have spared many
amazing places from development and fostered public
appreciation of the value of historic places, these
monuments are in jeopardy.  Monument managers still
struggle to control vandalism and reckless off-road vehicle
use.  Many BLM monuments operate on a shoestring
budget, and many lack resource protection plans.  Most
have never been fully inventoried for cultural and historic
resources.  In 2005 the entire BLM National Landscape
Conservation System, including fifteen national
monuments, appeared on the National Trust for Historic
Preservation’s list of America’s “Most Endangered
Historic Places”.

     Collectively, the treasures protected by the Antiquities
Act inspire, educate and amaze millions of people
annually.  The year 2006, the 100th anniversary of the
Act, is the perfect time to celebrate and protect these
valuable lands.

“Quality is never an accident.  It
represents the wise choice of many
alternatives.”

—Willa Foster
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2006 SPECIAL DUES PAYMENTS

We want to give special thanks and recognition to
the following members who have used one of our

special dues categories to pay their 2006 annual dues as
of March 19, 2006.  Several are Life Members but
continue to contribute annually.  Through the years, this
extra financial support by our members has been very
helpful and is one of the rewarding aspects of operating
the Foundation.  It is nice to know we are appreciated.  If
you have overlooked paying your 2006 dues, please
consider using one of these special categories.

Patron Member ($500+)
Jean Dubois

Sponsoring Member ($200)
Lou Boll
Duane Tabb

Sustaining Member ($100)
Bob Lawton Frances Werner
Horace Jones Blanche Skinner
Hillary Oden

Contributing Member ($50)
Kemp Conn Jack Edwards
Beau McClure Russell Hanson
Bill Luscher Ralph Heft
Marv Pearson Clair Whitlock
Ed Hastey Pat Harvey
Rita Dolan Barney Brunelle
Marion Collins Bob Kindschy
Alan Collins Francis Eickbush
Ron Younger Mike Gardner
William Schowe Burt Silcock
Fearl Parker Stew Gearhart
Larry Koch John Fields
Dick Baston Michael Redfield
Dan Dick Les Rosenkrance
Richard Johnson Harold Ramsbacher
Henry Ash Robert Abbey
Eugene Newell Bill LaBarron
Marv LeNoue

Attention BLM employees and PLF members.  The
Public Lands Foundation is again a part of the 2006

Combined Federal Campaign and the Independent
Charities of America (ICA).  We have adopted an assumed
name, called a “doing business as (d.b.a)” name of
“Conservation and Protection of Public Land”.  So look
for us under this name at our old CFC number of 2346.

     We are still affiliated with the Conservation and
Preservation Charities of America, a group of 30 national
organizations, all dedicated to conserving and preserving
the natural resources of our country.  We ask current
BLM employees to look for PLF in the CFC Catalogue,
CFC # 2346, when the 2006 campaign begins this fall.
The working children and grandchildren of PLF members
can also find us listed in the United Fund, CFC and ICA.
Hint, Hint!   Tell them to find us in their organization’s
giving brochure or write us in at work.

     We want to send a special thank you to those BLM
employees who have supported PLF by directing their
CFC contribution to the Foundation each year.

NATIONAL PUBLIC LANDS DAY

By volunteering on National Public Lands Day
(NPLD) on September 23, 2006, PLF members will

be helping improve and preserve this country’s habitats.
Nationally, more than 90,000 volunteers are expected to
take part this year.  This is an opportunity for our members
to lend a hand and pay back a little for their careers with
BLM.  Activities are available on 97 public land sites for
all who are able to spend a day.  Just call the nearest
BLM office for the details, directions, and transportation,
if needed.  PLF has received a small but welcomed grant
from the sponsor of this national program, the National
Environmental Education and Training Foundation,
which we will use in helping BLM offices organize the
days events and acquire supplies, services and materials
which are difficult for BLM to obtain on short notice.
So, if you can, put your hands to work on the 13th annual
NPLD.

COMBINED FEDERAL CAMPAIGN
CFC #2346
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UPDATE ON MAJOR PUBLIC LAND ISSUES

The Forest Emergency Recovery and Research Act
(FERRA)—In May the House passed FERRA by a

large margin.  Several major environmental groups
worked hard to derail it and to severally restrict salvage
logging.  The legislation is another chapter in the national
fight to restrict timber harvest from all public lands and
the land management agencies struggling to manage the
lands.

     The focal point of the current argument is the Biscuit
Fire in southwestern Oregon which burned nearly 500,000
acres in 2002.  The BLM and FS proposed to harvest
18,935 acres (3.7%) of the burned area.  The House bill
(HR 4200) would expedite approval of recovery projects
such as the Biscuit fire in  harvesting downed and burned
trees by streamlining NEPA reviews and by limiting public
comment periods.  The legislation builds on the Healthy
Forests Restoration Act of 2005 and applies to lands
managed by BLM and FS.  The House bill is designed to
produce a rapid assessment of damage and quick action
following catastrophic events to restore landscapes and
avoid adding to the reforestation backlog.  PLF supports
passage of FERRA.

     The policy of harvesting destroyed timber to restore
burned forests is being questioned by an Oregon State
University graduate student who released a controversial
paper to the journal Science.  The graduate study covered
seeding survival before and after salvage logging on the
Biscuit burn and was financed by BLM.  The paper was
released without prior review by BLM or a peer review
at OSU.  Upset scientists, professional foresters, resource
managers and forestry specialists responded that the study
reached conclusions not supported by statistical rigor,
lacked content completeness and timeliness and past forest
restoration history, and expressed concerns about the
study methodology.  The paper drew national and
international attention and on the OSU campus the issue
morphed into a major discussion of academic freedom
and is still going on.

Outsourcing is alive.—Congress is about to confront
the Administration’s outsourcing program.  The House
Appropriations Committee approved provisions in a fiscal
year 2007 appropriations bill in May that would 1)
exempt wildland fire activities from the program, and 2)

require agencies to include more costs than in the past in
scoring competitive sourcing.  On the second point the
House committee approved language that directs the
agencies to include all costs attributable to conducting
the competitive sourcing competitions and staff work to
prepare the competitions or to determine the feasibility
of starting competitions.  We have said the following
before, but this issue is so important as to be worth
repeating.

     The national argument over whether the public lands
would be better off  in private hands continues today but
on a new course.  Those who support such changes have
not been successful, so they seek new ways to realize
their vision of privatizing the public domain. Reducing
the public’s ability to review decisions is one tactic, but
there is another scheme sweeping through government
today.  If they can’t privatize the land, perhaps they can
realize the same objective by privatizing the land’s
managers.

     Today’s effort to privatize is called “outsourcing”.
The current Administration’s effort is called the
“Competitive Sourcing Initiative” which, as a beginning,
directs federal agencies to identify federal employees who
perform “commercial” activities to compete for their
positions with the private sector.  The Office of
Management and Budget defines commercial activity as
anything that can be, could be, or should be contracted.
With such a broad definition, all BLM employees could
be required to compete for their employment, and the
work could potentially be performed by private
contractors.

     To date BLM has examined “maintenance” positions
and portions of the recreation and mapping service
programs, but all BLMers could be and will be scheduled
in time.  In a typical BLM field office all employees,
except perhaps the office manager, could be considered
“inherently government” employees.  Work by the staff
of natural resource managers, forester, fisheries biologist,
land surveyor, minerals manager or rangeland manager,
according to the guidelines, could be performed by a
private sector company.  Is the private sector ready to
take over  these functions?  As an  example, they would

(Continued on Page 7.)
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love to take over the rangeland manager’s or the fisheries
biologist’s job.  Sure, the private sector has biologists,
foresters and other technically trained staff who could
fulfill many of the functions carried out by federal
workers.  But federal employees are governed by binding
and enforceable rules of ethical conduct, while private
contractors are not.  Ethical conduct rules prohibit federal
employees from accepting gifts or bribes; no such
prohibitions apply to consultants.   Federal employees
are barred from making decisions from which they might
financially profit, giving preferential treatment to anyone,
holding outside employment that creates a conflict of
interest, and accepting compensation from persons
affected by decisions. No such prohibitions apply to
consultants.  The proponents of privatization may not
believe that ethics are important.  The likes of Enron
would indicate this to be the case. Who do we want to
manage our public lands: workers who are required to
place the public interest first or workers whose first
loyalty is the agency that hires or fires them?

     The recently enacted Healthy Forest Initiative
encourages the BLM to contract such programs as the
collection of range monitoring data for a District Manager
to use in adjusting grazing use.  Few managers would
want to, nor should they, make decisions based on such
data.

     An even more serious consideration comes into play
here.  Let’s say we do privatize our forest and rangeland
positions, and for example, the Administration changes
and the outsourcing policy is dropped or the contractor
decides he wants out, or the availability of contractors
dries up for whatever reasons.  Then what does BLM
do?  They have lost the expertise and must start over to
hire, train, etc.   Who is it that pays the bill for profit-
oriented consultant contractors?

     One has to wonder what this is all about.  Is there
something bigger going on here?  We believe there has to
be because on the surface it does not add up.  Outsourcing
does not appear to be motivated by national budget
savings or efficiency.  Whatever the rational behind
outsourcing is, the government ought not jeopardize the
public land and natural resources by turning their
management over to private run-for-profit companies.

UPDATE ON MAJOR PUBLIC LAND ISSUES

Owl v. Owl—In January 2006 the U.S. Fish and Wild-
life Service published a call for proposals to develop a
recovery plan for the northern spotted owl.  The owl was
added to the nation’s burgeoning list of threatened and
endangered species nearly 16 years ago.  That it took so
long helps explain why only 10 of the 1,264 species listed
under the federal Endangered Species Act (ESA) have
ever recovered.

     It remains questionable if the spotted owl will make it
across much of its range, and the reason is well known
among many field biologists who have been observing
the bird for some 20 years.  The more aggressive barred
owls are pushing them out of their 21-million-acre home
range, or killing them, or both.

Barred owls migrated from their native East Coast
environs a century or more ago.  No one knows why, and
until they started killing already-threatened spotted owls,
no one cared.  Just how long it will take the barreds to
finish off their brethren isn’t known, but the situation
has become so precarious that California biologists
recently suggested that shooting barred owls might be
the only way to save spotted owls.  The fact that this
relationship between the two owls was not considered as
a dominant cause of the spotted owl’s population decline
in 1990 and not the loss of old growth illustrates what
happens when science is politicized.  Protecting spotted
owls was never the objective; saving old-growth forests
was.  The owl was simply a surrogate — a stand-in for
forests that do not themselves qualify for ESA protection.
But if a link could be established between harvesting in
old-growth forests and declining spotted owl numbers,
the bird might well qualify for listing and a link was
supposedly found in a master’s thesis and a doctoral
dissertation.

     This incomplete anecdotal evidence became the basis
for the listing the spotted owl, and the impact of the barred
owl was not given adequate weight.  No one denies the
presence of owls in old-growth forests, but what about
the owls that are prospering in managed forests and in
forests where little old growth remains?

(Continued on Page 8.)
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     Perhaps the untold story of the northern spotted owl
and the impact of the barred owl will lead the Congress
to amend the Endangered Species Act to mandate
immediate development and implementation of recovery
plans for all listed species and peer-review of all listing
proposals to consider all information available, to
represent all sides of inevitably controversial questions.
It should not take 16 years to write a recovery plan.

UPDATE ON MAJOR PUBLIC
LAND ISSUES

(Continued from Page 7.)

NEW PLF AWARD
Landscape Stewardship Award

has decided to launch a new award system.  PLF invites
nominations for a “Landscape Stewardship Award” to
be given to individuals and/or organizations that, through
their own initiative, leadership and commitment, have
helped to bring people together in a manner that is leading
to a more effective citizen-based, or community-based,
approach to managing the public lands. This award, to
be given annually, would recognize sustained outstanding
leadership by private citizens in advancing this approach
to  stewardship for landscapes that include in whole or in
part public lands administered by BLM.

     The following criteria will be followed in submitting
nominations and in the selection of awardees for this
award.  A Landscape Stewardship Award Committee has
been established under the initial leadership of PLF
member Gary McVicker.  We encourage PLF members
and BLM employees reading this Monitor to submit
nominations to Gary by August 15, 2006.  You can
email your nominations to him at gmvicker@seqnet.net.

LANDSCAPE STEWARDSHIP AWARD
Criteria for Selection

Purpose
This award recognizes sustained outstanding leadership
by private citizens in advancing community-based
stewardship for landscapes that include, in whole or in
part, public lands administered by BLM.

The Award
The award is a citation acknowledging the nature and
significance of the awardees’ achievements.

Candidates
Candidates for the award include any private citizen(s)
of the United States who, over the past 1-5 years, have
demonstrated sustained outstanding leadership, vision,
and purpose in motivating other citizens and institutions
to work together and share responsibility and resources
to more effectively manage whole landscapes, including
watersheds, planning or management units, and other land

The Public Lands Foundation is aware of a relatively
new trend that many of its members believe will lead

to a more positive future in public land management.
There are a variety of terms being used relative to this
trend, such as community-based planning, citizen-led
stewardship, community-based ecosystem stewardship,
and others.  Generally speaking, these terms apply to the
idea of citizens assuming a more active leadership role in
public land planning and management, with support from
the natural resource and land management agencies
involved.
 
     The PLF wants to formally recognize and support
this important trend.  Of particular interest are those cases
in which individuals are helping people to come together
and develop a common vision for managing landscapes
that contain public land.  These plans tend to be
“community-based” in that they focus on lands socially
connected to people living on and near them.  But to be
actionable, they must represent a collaborative framework
in which related agencies, interests, and individuals can
be effectively involved.  Therefore, both the process of
forming such a vision, as well as the vision itself, must
be supportable by BLM and any variety of individuals
and groups concerned with public land management.

      To help foster the concept of landscape stewardship,
and to publicly recognize the efforts of these private
individuals and organizations, the PLF Board of Directors

(Continued on Page 9.)
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systems upon which people share a common interest.   The
award can be granted to an individual, a group of
individuals, or an organization that has performed to
standards warranting the award.  More than one award
per year may be granted to recognize the variety of work
taking place in different locations and circumstances.

Nomination Process and Selection Process
Nominations may be submitted at any time and are
welcome from any and all sources, including BLM
employees and organization units, PLF members, private
interest groups associated with various public land issues,
and local and state government officials.  For full
consideration, a nominee’s performance must be
documented against the published evaluation factors.
Candidates not selected for the award in the year
nominated may be considered with candidates nominated
the following year.

     An Awards Committee will first evaluate candidates.
The PLF Board of Directors will select the winner(s).

Evaluation Factors
It is anticipated that most (but not necessarily all)
candidates will not hold positions of formal authority but
will have dedicated substantial personal time and effort,
provided sustained leadership, vision, and initiative, and
acted out of a strong sense of personal commitment to
accomplish some or all of the following conditions:

(1)  A more commonly held vision among local
people of a desired future condition for their
landscape(s).  This vision must have been
inclusively developed, based on responsible science
and information, and be capable of being supported
by BLM and other interests outside of the local
area.  A foundation for collaborative stewardship
should be the result, fostering greater citizen
empowerment with support from BLM, other
interests, and possibly other agencies.

(2)  A climate of greater trust and commitment
among people with a focus on place (as opposed
to interest or issue), even  though they  may come

LANDSCAPE STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM
(Continued from Page 8.)

from different points of view, cultures, and
interests.

(3)  A shared sense of purpose and stewardship
aimed at improving or restoring the ecological
integrity of the public lands, while providing for
their continued use and enjoyment for economic
and social benefits.

(4)  Acted in other ways that resulted in greater
trust and shared stewardship responsibility among
people and institutions, including BLM, for a
particular landscape.

NOMINATIONS FOR THE PLF LIFETIME
SERVICE AWARD NOW OPEN

Nominations due by August 1, 2006

This award is given for career accomplishments to the
Bureau of Land Management’s programs that benefit

the management of public lands.  Up to three awards
may be granted annually at the annual PLF convention
in September, including one posthumously, to former
BLM employees who have demonstrated a lifetime of
significant public service and dedication to public lands.
An Honor Board on display at BLM National
Headquarters recognizes each recipient.  Award criteria
can be found on the PLF website at www.publicland.org,
along with a history of the awards program.

     Nominations are invited from any and all sources,
and each nominee’s performance must be documented
against evaluation criteria.  Any career BLM employee
meeting the following criteria is eligible:

(l) professional career that lasted at least 30 years,
of which 20 years or more were with BLM. (The
Board may waive this requirement where the
nominee has substantially completed the specified
time and his/her career was terminated by death or
permanent disablement.)

(2) Must have endorsement of three individuals who
are knowledgeable of the nominee’s accomplishments.

(Continued on Page 10)
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NOMINATIONS FOR THE PLF LIFETIME
SERVICE AWARD NOW OPEN

(Continued from Page 9.)

OUTSTANDING PUBLIC LANDS
PROFESSIONAL AWARDS OPEN

Nominations are also now open for our 2006
Outstanding Public Lands Professional Manager

and Technician awards.  Criteria and instructions can be
found at our web site (www.publicland.org) . Our 2005
award winners were Richard Zander, Associate Field
Manager at Buffalo, WY and Tim Smith, Lake Havasu
Field Office Manager.

     Evaluation factors include the following:

(1) notable performance with respect to major
issues;

(2) evidence of public and professional esteem, and
variety of professional, governmental, or civic
awards or recognition;

(3) deportment as a BLM role model, through
community service, influence on peers and the
public and subordinate career development,
examples of dedication as a public servant for
courage and initiative to enhance public
stewardship; and

(4) recognizable legacy attributes.

     Nominations should be held to one or two pages (can
be by email), preferably submitted first to the appropriate
PLF State Representatives for their preliminary
evaluation against criteria, and then by them to the Awards
Committee (Spang, Steele, Leavell) who will recommend
selections to the PLF Board.  Nominations may also be
sent to PLF at PO Box 7226, Arlington, VA 22207 or
emailed to leaplf@erols.com. The 2005 awardees were
Danny Charlie and posthumously Ed Booker, Joe Fallini
and Paul Rigtrup.
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The following are some of the small but important items
left on the “cutting room floor” that would have

remained there if not for this Monitor.

Sage grouse and sage brush—A forum assembled by
the Western Associations of Fish and Wildlife Agencies
has recommended that a goal of “no net loss” of sagebrush
for the eastern half of the sage grouses’ habitat be
established.  It is worth noting that at the beginning of
the current concern for the health of the sage grouse
population, PLF had recommended a similar “no net loss”
of sagebrush as an important objective.  The forum was
unable to reach agreement on management of livestock
grazing and energy development, recommending further
work was needed on those two programs as they impact
sage grouse habitat.

Wild Horse and Burro Amendment—The House
appropriations bill (HR 5386) contains several new policy
issues impacting the management of BLM lands.  One
that was approved without opposition would bar the sale
of wild horses and burros to commercial interests in order
to bar the resale of animals for slaughter, thus closing
the door on sale of surplus animals under Congressman
Burns’s amendment in the 2005 appropriation bill that
authorized the selling of “un-adoptable” wild horses.  The
estimated 10-15,000 animals that must be removed each
year must now be placed in long term holding facilities
until they die of natural causes.

California spotted owl—The FWS has rejected a second
petition from environmental groups to list the California
spotted owl under the Endangered Species Act (ESA).
The California spotted owl is a different species than the
northern spotted owl that was listed under the ESA in the
1990’s.  The FWS investigation found that catastrophic
wildfire is the primary threat to spotted owls, and the
efforts to reduce fuels will be essential to keeping the
California owl off the ESA list.

Larger O&G bonds—Western ranchers and
conservationists have petitioned the Interior Department
to dramatically increase  reclamation  bonds for oil and

SMALL TRACTS

gas lessees.  Bond amounts have not been increased since
1960.  Those 1960 bonds are $10,000 per lease.  The
group suggests that a single bond of $20,000 is needed.
Their analysis showed that BLM spends an average of
$13,066 per well to clean up where operators have
defaulted on their bonds.

Utah land exchange draws support—BLM was
criticized in 2002 when it didn’t use uniform appraisal
standards in a proposed land exchange with the state of
Utah, resulting in the Interior Department centralizing
land exchanges in the Secretary’s office.  That exchange
died.  Now the Department is supporting a bill introduced
by Utah senators that would mandate the swap of 40,000
acres of BLM land for 40,000 acres of Utah state school
lands, which does not follow the uniform appraisal
standards.

Rights-of-way numbers—In April BLM gave advanced
notice that it would establish a new rental fee structure
for 48,000 rights-of-way across public lands.  BLM
collects about $15 million in fees per year.  The FS uses
the same fee structure and collects about $4.2 million for
31,412 permits.  BLM has not reappraised the land that
ROWs cross for 20 years.
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TESTIMONY - HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERIOR
AND RELATED AGENCIES

FY 2007- Bureau of Land Management
By George Lea, President, Public Lands Foundation

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to
present your committee with our views on the Bureau

of Land Management’s (BLM) budget request for FY
2007.  As a national, non-profit organization principally
of retired but still dedicated former BLM employees, the
Public Lands Foundation (PLF) has a unique body of
knowledge, expertise and experience in public land
management.  We are the only national membership
organization dedicated solely to the protection and
professional multiple use management of BLM public
lands.  As retirees, we believe we can now offer an
objective and non-bureaucratic view of what is really
happening to the public lands and suggestions for
improvement.  It is important that the Committee
understand that while we are supportive of BLM and its
programs, we are not a “captive” of the Bureau and are
independent in our views.  Our mission’s primary focus
is on improving the condition of the land and its natural
resources and keeping the public lands public. We strive
to improve the effectiveness of BLM by encouraging
professionalism among employees and to increase the
public’s understanding of and support for the proper
scientific management of these lands.

Overview
     While the demands upon BLM public lands increase,
the total budget request is $1.8 billion, which is a modest
$18.7 million over the 2006 enacted level.  The Committee
is reminded that $770M of the budget are pass-through
funds not solely for BLM programs but are used to fund
the fire operations of the National Park Service, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, Bureau of Indian Affairs and
BLM.

     Considering the demands on these public lands, this
modest increase is a step backward.   It is significant to
note that BLM, one of the few federal agencies to do so,
will return more than $5.8 billion in receipts in 2007,
with 39% of the receipts provided directly to States and
Counties to support roads, schools and other community
needs.  We are unaware of any federal agency that returns
such receipts compared with its budget.  BLM emphasizes

inclusion of local input in the process of conserving the
environment and is a model of President Bush’s idea of
cooperative conservation.  In addition to 261 million
surface acres, BLM also is responsible for 700 million
acres of federal mineral estate throughout the nation.

     We support the requested budget, particularly the
increases to implement the Energy Policy Act of 2005,
and the overdue increases in the Cultural Resources
program and the increases in Forest Management.
However, we see certain shortfalls in emphasis and/or
the need for increased new dollars in FY 2007, principally
as increased staffing, in the following high priority
programs to enable the Bureau to adequately address the
urgent natural resources issues:

Personnel Needs
     BLM’s programs are labor intensive and do not lend
themselves to contracting.  BLM’s budget is directed
toward the work force requirements needed to put trained
natural resource specialists on the ground to manage the
land.  Any personnel or budget reductions will not only
directly affect BLM’s ability to properly manage and
protect the public lands but also would have a negative
impact on the generation of receipts to the States, Counties
and the U.S. Treasury.  Budgets often contain the false
assumption that with a smaller budget and fewer
personnel, the workload will decrease and less work needs
to be accomplished.  That is not the case for natural
resources management agencies.  It is the constant need
to protect the land and natural resources and the public’s
increasing service demands that drive the budget
requirements.  For example, the 2000 census found the
west to be the fastest growing region of the nation; nine
of the 12 fastest growing states are in the west, where the
growth rate averages 27% per decade—more than twice
the national average of 13%.  To demonstrate this constant
need to protect the land, more than 22 million people live
within 25 miles of the land the Bureau manages.  In 2007,
over 58 million visitors are expected to participate in
recreational activities on BLM lands.

(Continued on Page 13.)
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     BLM has always been the forgotten “step-child” and
has never had the needed personnel to match its
responsibilities. Once again we believe the Committee
needs to know the personnel needs of BLM and should
encourage BLM to develop a five-year program to bring
BLM’s work force to a level adequate to protect the
resources and perform the work needed.

Selling public lands
     To help reduce the Federal budget deficit, the 2007
BLM budget suggests legislation is needed to sell public
lands to accomplish such a policy.  The PLF strongly
objects to a policy of accelerated selling of the public
lands.  The Committee is reminded that the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act of 1976 contains adequate
authority for BLM to sell lands.  To reduce the federal
deficit in any meaningful degree would require a massive
disposal of the public lands.  We do not support retaining
all public lands in public ownership.  However, if the
Administration wishes to launch an accelerated program
of selling the public’s assets, then there needs to be a
comprehensive transparent analysis and a public land
tenure plan developed that is thoroughly debated before
proceeding further.  Actually, we were surprised to see
this proposal in the 2007 budget since the effort last fall
by the House Resources Committee to amend the 1872
Mining Law to permit miners to buy public lands ran
into a “brick wall” of public outrage.

National Energy Policy:  We support the $25.4 million
increase in BLM energy programs to support
implementing the Energy Policy Act of 2005 for
increasing domestic energy supplies.  This planned budget
increase will enable the BLM to hire the special natural
resources expertise, i.e. wildlife biologists, water and air
quality professionals, to continue the approval,
supervision and monitoring of new energy developments.

Cultural Resources:  We are pleased to support the $3.0
million program increase to begin a long overdue cultural
resources enhancement initiative.  We have been asking
for the Congress for many years to recognize the
extensiveness   and value of the public lands as a national
storehouse of cultural and historic treasures.

TESTIMONY - HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERIOR
AND RELATED AGENCIES

(Continued from Page 12.)

Wild Horse and Burros (+$500,000):  In 2007 the
appropriate management levels on 201 herd management
areas will be attained in order to maintain healthy herds
and healthy habitat.  This will involve removing over
6,800 excess animals that must be either adopted or kept
at a federal cost of $1.20 per head per day ($9.6 million
per year).  With a shortage of adopters, the majority of
these animals will be added to the 22,000 excess animals
currently being held and fed until they die of natural
causes.

Challenge Cost Share (+$2,000,000):  With more than
100 national-level conservation partners, this program
enhances natural resources conditions and develops
goodwill and collaborative and cooperative working
partnerships with a variety of organizations, including
state fish and wildlife agencies. This program is highly
efficient in getting work done on the land because of the
commitments made to cooperating partners.

National Landscape Conservation System
(+$5,000,000):  This is a system of unique landscapes
including 32 national conservation areas, national
monuments, 177 wilderness areas, 38 national wild and
scenic rivers and 12 national scenic and historic trails.
Increased funding is needed to develop partnerships with
Gateway communities ($1,000,000); increase the number
of rangers for enforcement and resource protection
($2,000,000); visitor management as the growth in visits
increases exponentially ($1,000,000) and to enhance the
science studies in the outdoor laboratory opportunities
presented by these unique areas ($1,000,000).

Rural Fire Assistance (+$3,000,000):  Rural fire
departments play a major role in increasing initial attacks
on wildland fires, thereby decreasing suppression costs
and reducing loss of homes and natural resources.  This
has been one of the most successful programs conducted
by BLM.  It has built good neighbor relationships with
some 1400 local communities and resulted in RFDs
initiating nearly 90% of all initial attacks.  The 2007
budget will terminate this very successful program,
transferring it to the Department of Homeland Security

(Continued on Page 14.)
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where the BLM’s programs must compete on a national
scale for funding.  These funds need to be earmarked for
BLM.

Undocumented Aliens Crossing Public Lands
(+$4,000,000):  A coordinated interagency plan has been
developed which has documented the damage to the
integrity of the public lands caused by the uncontrolled
illegal immigration along the Arizona/Mexico border.
This increase in funding is necessary to implement BLM’s
share of this interagency plan.

Cost Recovery:  BLM has the authority to implement
cost recovery fees for Applications for Permits to Drill
(APDs), Geothermal Permits to drill, geophysical and
geothermal explorations permits.  However, in response
to Congress’s direction, the BLM does not implement
the full cost recovery fees for these permits.  As long as
energy prices remain high, the demand for federal energy
and minerals will remain high.  Accordingly, the BLM
should be instructed to collect the full costs of processing
these energy related permits.  The total cost of processing
a permit averages $4,500, a cost that surely would not
severely impact the financing of exploration nor reduce
the number of permit applications.  With more than
10,000 APDs anticipated in 2007, full cost recovery
would be one way to help reduce the deficit.

Abandoned Mine Lands (+$2,000,000):  The
accomplishments of this program have improved the water
quality and remediated other environmental impacts and
physical safety hazards from hardrock-abandoned mines.
Under this program, for example, in Colorado water
quality of streams has been enhanced to the point where
streams will support sport fishing after many years of
contamination from chemicals leaking from open mines.
Hundreds of abandoned mines remain to be treated.

Hazardous Fuels Reduction (+$10,000,000):  We find
it inappropriate for the BLM 2007 budget to reduce
support for the most popular and productive programs
i.e., Rural Fire Assistance, Abandoned Mine Lands and
Challenge Cost  Share and now  the Hazardous Fuels

TESTIMONY - HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERIOR
AND RELATED AGENCIES

(Continued from Page 13.)

Reduction program.  This latter program has enabled
BLM to make significant progress without controversy
in reducing heavy fuel loads in areas of greatest risk from
wild fire.  This program supports the reduction in
hazardous fuels in both the wildland urban interface, as
well as those areas of high risk to fire in the non-urban
interface areas.  The program is a part of the President’s
Healthy Forest initiative and is an important element in
the National Fire Plan and should be augmented.  Since
BLM’s wildland fire management program is now a part
of the Department of Interior’s program, our concern is
that unless these needed additional funds are earmarked
for BLM, the BLM’s fine program accomplishments will
not be continued for lack of funding.

Range Improvement Fund:  The FY2007 BLM budget
proposes to eliminate the Range Improvement Fund ($10
M) to further deficit-reduction efforts.   A further stated
justification is that the Department proposes to change
the grazing regulations to give title to range improvements
to grazing permittees, thus reducing the need for the range
improvement fund and giving the grazing permittee an
incentive to bear the costs of such improvements.  It
should be noted that the current grazing regulations
protect a permittee’s financial investment in improvements
by authorizing a grazing permittee to be reimbursed for
their financial contribution to range improvements should
they lose the use of such improvements.

     It is also important that the Committee understand
that the Range Improvement Fund is not used exclusively
to benefit the grazing permittee, but the fund is used on
high priority watersheds to maximize the potential for
overall improvement and protection of those watersheds
by improving the vegetation, habitat conditions and health
of rangeland ecosystems to benefit livestock, fish and
wildlife habitat, riparian values, watershed protection and
other resource values.  The funds are thus not tied to an
individual grazing permit or a specific grazing allotment
but used for a rather wide variety of projects not
necessarily benefiting directly a grazing permittee.  We
believe it is important for the Committee to also appreciate

(Continued on Page 15.)
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the fact that the financial aspects of livestock grazing are
normally not lucrative enough for permittees to pay for
all the needed range improvements. The benefits to the
Range Improvement Fund out weigh the small
contributions to deficit reduction eliminating the fund
would make.  For the above reasons, the PLF does not
support the budget proposal.

Fixed costs (+$8,500,000):  While the budget includes
some fixed costs increases for BLM and for the
Department’s Fire Management program, the Bureau is
forced to absorb $8.5 million, which is impacting the
Bureau’s on-the-ground capability.  On-the-ground
accomplishments are beginning to decline at a time the
BLM needs to respond to the increased demands and
population increases occurring in the west.

     Mr. Chairman, we hope these comments for priorities
for BLM’s FY 2007 budget request and our ideas for
changes will be of value to your committee.  We remain
sincere in our efforts to see the public’s land managed
well.

APPROPRIATIONS TESTIMONY
(Continued from Page 14.)

Claire Letson—BLM Resource Specialist in the
Washington Office and WY State Office on April 19,
2005, in Cheyenne, WY.

Joe Dose—BLM O&C Forester and District Manager
in Salem and Eugene, OR, Chief of the Forestry Division-
Washington Office and PLF Charter Member and
Lifetime Member and PLF Board of Directors member
on April 8, 2006 in Salem, OR.

Edwin (Dan) Stark—BLM Realty Specialist in
Cheyenne and Worland, WY and Chief of Lands
Adjudication at Billings, MT in Thermopolis, WY on
March 28, 2006.

Marvin M. James—BLM Reality Specialist in Las
Cruces, NM on March 30, 2006 in Las Cruces, NM.

Rose Bailey—Worked at the Alaska Railroad and BLM
Division of Minerals, AK State Office on May 14, 2006
in Anchorage, AK.

Edgar (Dan) Stark—BLM Reality Specialist in Cheyenne
and Worland and Chief of Lands Adjudication in theMT
State Office on March 28, 2006 in Billings, MT.

Opal Redshaw—BLM Secretary in Utah and Reality
Specialist in Phoenix, AZ on April 6, 2006 in New River,
AZ.

MEMORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

A contribution in memory of Marlene Spang and RD
Nielson has been received from Bill and Helena Leavell.

Contributions in memory of Marlene Spang have been
received from Bill Luscher, Jack Wilson  and Ed Spang.

A contribution in memory of Marlene Spang and Helen
Ramsbacher has been received from Betty Whitlock.

A contribution in memory of Marlene Spang and RD
Nielson has been received from Lou Boll.

A contribution in memory of Joe Dose has been received
from Bill and Helena Leavell.

A contribution in memory of Bob Nielson, Joe Dose and
Marlene Spang has been received from Howard Delano.

IN MEMORIUM

The Public Lands Foundation regrets to inform you that
the following long-time BLM employees have passed on:

Loela Hayes—BLM Administrative Assistant and
Secretary for Resource Programs in  the Washington
Office on May 29, 2006, in Hillcrest Heights, MD.

Larry Young—BLM Resource Specialist in the
Washington Office on April 13, 2006 in Locust Grove,VA.

Ted Holland—BLM Senior Geologist in several BLM
offices in the west on May 6, 2006, in Caldwell, ID.

Ken Warren—BLM Land Law Examiner in AZ and MT
on April 25, 2005, in Turner, MT.

Jerry Harrell—BLM Public Affairs Specialist in the CA
State Office on January 17, 2004, in Carmichael, CA.

Frank Bergren—on November 1, 2004 in Florence, OR.
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2005.  Seven pilot offices have been
established in Miles City, MT; Buffalo
and Rawlins, WY; Glenwood Springs,
CO; Vernal, UT; and Farmington and
Carlsbad, NM; with 120 new employees
to provide one-stop shopping and quick
action on applications to drill for oil and
gas.  Two oil shale research and
development projects are underway in
Colorado, and there is resurgence in
geothermal leasing.  Rights-of-way
corridors are being established, and
national solar and wind energy are being
emphasized.

• The BLM is doing a major overhaul of
resource management plans, with  many
completed and 60 in the works.  Local
governments are being given cooperating
agency status in the RMP process, and
BLM is funding workshops to train local
government people to help BLM in land
use planning for the federal lands.

• The National Landscape Conservation
System is doing well, with resource
management plans being completed for
national monuments and other units in
the System.

(Continued on Page 2.)

The theme of our seventeenth annual meet-
ing was “Public Pressures on Public

Lands”.  A total of over 100 members,
spouses, speakers and guests attended the
sessions, luncheon, banquet, tours and events
associated with the meeting.  We thank John
Foster and his committee for hosting a great
meeting.

     The following are highlights of the pre-
sentations, which have given the PLF back-
ground to develop policy papers and keep
members and the public current on what is
happening on BLM lands.

Sally Wisely, BLM Colorado State Direc-
tor, welcomed the PLF annual meeting to
Colorado.  She thanked the PLF members for
devoting their professional lives to the public
lands, and for their continued contributions
to public land management through the PLF.

Jim Hughes, Deputy BLM Director, Wash-
ington, D.C., thanked the PLF for what the
organization is doing to support and provide
constructive criticism to the BLM. He de-
scribed major program accomplishments for
BLM during the past year.

• The BLM has really stepped up to the
plate to implement  the Energy Act of
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• BLM is working closely with the states on
management plans to maintain sage grouse habitat
because the listing of sage grouse as a threatened or
endangered species would have severe impacts on
the management and use of BLM lands.

• Many proposals to sell BLM lands are being
discussed.  The BLM is not opposed to selling public
lands but is opposed to selling public lands to solve
budget problems.

• The courts have ruled that state laws govern RS 2477
issues.  BLM cannot make binding determinations
on RS 2477 roads; courts will decide the issues.

• A record acreage was burned this year by wildfires,
but he is extremely pleased with the way agencies
have worked together in suppression efforts.

Panel 1: Public Pressures on Public Land.  This panel
focused on the issue of how BLM manages the public
lands to meet the public needs and still sustain the re-
sources.

Sally Wisely, BLM Colorado State Director, said that
the BLM is the most important land management agency
in the country.  The lands that nobody wanted are now
America’s backyards.  BLM needs to make sure that
employees have the training and resources to do their
jobs.  BLM needs to engage local interest groups and
communities in the issues BLM is facing and create civil
dialogue on public land issues.  Collaborative partnerships
are central to success. Public lands are our heritage and
our legacy, and we must make sure we leave them in
good shape for future generations.

Allan Belt, County Commissioner, Montrose, CO, en-

couraged BLM to talk with local government officials
before proposals on public land issues are presented for
public comment and input.  New people are moving into
western communities with little knowledge of western
lands, cultures, uses and potentials.  Local leaders can
help BLM leaders put national issues into local context.
We need more rules; we need to refine the processes of
communication and coordination.  Agency leaders and
local officials will sink or swim together; our publics are
the key to our success.

Eddie Kochman, retired Chief of Fisheries, Colorado
Division of Wildlife, and member of the Governor’s
Roadless Area Task Force, expressed his concerns that
Colorado’s growing population is fragmenting critical
wildlife habitat on federal land.   Wildlife is sort of the
canary in the mine reflecting the health of the public lands.
Illegal motorized uses are the greatest threat to natural
resources.   Public land decisions based on good science
and made by qualified people usually turn out right;
political meddlers in the process create problems.  He
suggested the following solutions:

• A new form of land designation, something between
wilderness areas and roadless areas, needs to be created
for protection of critical wildlife habitat.

• States and counties need to become better qualified
and staffed to be cooperating agencies with the BLM
and Forest Service, and they need to make it a priority
to work with the federal agencies.

• Federal agencies are becoming better listeners to the
public, but need to do a better job of explaining their
decisions to the public.

• Larger budgets are needed for public land management
agencies because it costs money to maintain our public
land heritage.

• Good science usually produces good decisions; politics
undermines good science.        (Continued on Page 3.)
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Randy Karstaedt, Director, Physical Resources, Rocky
Mountain Region, USFS, reviewed the history of the
national forests and the Forest Service.  The
Congressional laws affecting national forest lands
represent the interests of segments of society.  The Forest
Service’s role is not to judge the laws, but to apply them
and deal with the pressures of a growing population on a
finite resource.  The public is becoming increasingly
involved in their national forests.  In the early years, forest
management was based on employee expertise; now
Forest Service leaders need to become facilitators,
bringing people together to reach collaborative decisions.
The collaborative process requires open and honest
participation, respect for people, and an honest search
for a decision.  The greatest irreversible impacts on public
lands today are loss of open space attributable to urban
sprawl, loss of public lands, and loss of wildlife habitat.
We need to improve the connectivity of people’s needs
with finite resources, and improve the education of our
society, particularly our children, regarding awareness
of the health of our public lands and the need to manage
for healthy landscapes.

Luncheon Speaker:  Patricia Limerick, Professor of
History, University of Colorado. Professor Limerick
talked about the history of western expansion and the
collection of scientific information about western lands
and resources.  Science is essential to decision-making,
and some of the best writings about the west came from
naturalists and scientists in the late 1800’s.  Scientists in
the 21st century have a heritage to work with; but
scientific discussions involve complexities, which are
confusing and discouraging to an audience that wants
simple solutions.   The changes that most affected the
West are access and changing public attitudes toward
aridity.   Restoration, remediation and repair are the big
problems now facing the West.  The West appeals to
people because it represents new beginnings, but now
the people need to help clean it up.

Panel 2:  BLM Land Tenure Policy.  The panel focused
on issues of disposing of public lands and rearranging
federal and non-federal land ownership patterns.

Kevin Carter, Director, Utah State Land Board,
addressed state exchanges as a means of improving federal
and state land ownership patterns.  He pointed out that in
Utah, while there is considerable federal land that might
appear to be available for exchanges with the state, the
majority of it is not available because of wilderness study,
T & E habitat, cultural resources and other designations
and conflicts.  Land valuation, and particularly mineral
potential, is a major stumbling block in consummating
exchanges, as is the typical time frame of five or more
years to complete an exchange transaction.  Legislatively
directed exchanges are pursued because of the difficulty
of working the federal/state exchange process.
Recommendations for improvement include having BLM
give priority to state exchanges, improving the appraisal
process and experimenting with various options for
streamlining state/federal exchanges.  The Western States
Land Commissioners Association web site has more
detailed recommendations.

Gary Sprung, owner of GNURPS Consulting,
expressed reservations about land exchanges for adjusting
land ownerships.   He described an experience at Crested
Butte, CO, involving the Forest Service and an exchange
proponent that desired a tract for development purposes
next to a ski area.  One of the principle concerns was the
appraisal and the widely held belief that the federal land
was looked at in terms of 35-acre development when it
was known to be valuable for annexation and residential
lot development.  A few years after the exchange was
consummated, the land was valued at many times the
former appraised values.  Gary expressed the view that
there is a greater need for the public acquisition of land
than for disposal of federal land, and that land purchase
by the federal government is preferable to exchanging.

Tim Wohlgenant, a member of the Western Land
Group, supported the idea of land exchange as a way of
rationalizing land ownership patterns in the western states.
Tim described what can be done using a facilitated effort
working with federal and private interests.  An exchange
involving 57 different participants and hundreds of parcels
has been put together to help the BLM acquire the 4400

(Continued on Page 4.)
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acre Emerald Mountain parcel next to Steamboat Springs
in Colorado from the State Land Board in exchange for
numerous BLM land parcels.  Landowners willing to incur
the upfront expenses of environmental clearances were
found.  An open, facilitated process was used to secure
the necessary widespread public support to bring the
exchange to completion.

     Barriers to an effective exchange program include:
difficulties with priorities, e.g. federal resources are
needed to respond to demand for oil and gas leasing;
agency misperceptions about the difficulty of land
exchanges; and an appraisal process which leaves land
owners feeling that their opinions were not heard or
considered.  The Forest Service appraisal process where
all participants get together and provide information and
have questions answered was thought to be an
improvement over that used in the Department of the
Interior.  Tim advocates the use of a facilitator to develop
collaborative acceptance of a land exchange.

Charles Bedford, State Director for The Nature
Conservancy (TNC) in Colorado, described its role in
acquiring land considered important for protecting the
diversity of ecosystems.  Historically, TNC worked in
the private land area; however, in the last 10 years it has
stepped into the public land arena.  It considers its
approach to be non-confrontational and science-based.
TNC has been providing input to BLM’s RMPs and has
been involved in the NW Colorado Stewardship Group.

     Charles asked the question, “What should be the goal
of BLM land tenure?”  Some factors for  consideration
are: lands held in public state; lands used by the public;
lands preserved for  future generations, primarily for
recreation use; and lands exploited for  resources.   He
cautioned against a hasty or short-term completion of an
effort to rationalize land ownership patterns.

Panel 3: Service First Policy.  Agency staff members
and a county employee described the integration of BLM
and Forest Service Offices in Colorado and Oregon to
save money and provide better public service.

Mark Stiles, USFS-BLM Center Manager, San Juan
Public Lands Center, Durango, Colorado, described
the merger of BLM and Forest Service staffs into the
same buildings and under the same managers in Durango,
Pagosa Springs, Delores, Monte Vista and Del Norte in
southern and southwestern Colorado.

Barron Bail, BLM District Manager at Prineville,
Oregon, explained how the BLM and the Forest Service
share employees and coordinate activities in central
Oregon.

Janine Velasco, BLM Deputy Assistant Director,
Business and Fiscal Resources, Washington, D.C.,
described the fiscal and administrative hurdles that had
to be overcome to enable the Service First operation by
two agencies in two different departments to become a
reality.

     Mark, Barron and Janine agreed that the Service First
operations do not save money, but they provide better
service to the public, make more efficient use of
employees, and get more work done for the same  money.

Mike Preston, Federal Lands Coordinator for
Montezuma County, Cortez, Colorado, speaking from
the local community perspective, endorsed the Service
First concept.  The public in his area feels that combining
the operations of the two agencies has enriched the talent
pool and provided better service to the public.  The
communities like one set of managers for the federal lands
in the area, and the grazing permittees like it.   He advised
the agencies not to turn back and said they should work
on resolving, rather than highlighting, organizational
issues.

Panel 4: Implementation and Impacts of the Energy
Act of 2005.  The panel discussions focused on BLM
efforts to implement the responsibilities assigned to the
agency by the Energy Act of 2005.

Alan Kesterke, National Energy Policy Liaison, BLM
Energy Act Implementation Team, Cheyenne,
Wyoming, described what BLM has done to establish 7

(Continued on Page 5.)
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pilot offices in Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, Utah and
New Mexico to provide one-stop shopping locations with
120 new employees that focus on processing applications
to drill (APDs).  These 7 new offices approved about
80% of the APDs issued by the agency during the past
year.  It is a major program initiative that involves
significant public and interagency coordination, and it
has impacted other BLM programs throughout the
organization.

Bruce Pendery, Program Director and Staff Attorney,
Wyoming Outdoor Council Logan, Utah, expressed
concerns about some of the short cuts that BLM was
taking in processing APDs and contends that BLM must
still do analyses on the impacts of drilling on surface
resources.  He supports the use of energy transportation
corridors, but wants to minimize the width of the corridors
and expressed concerns about the location of portions of
the I-80 corridor in Wyoming.

Tom Hare, Staff Scientist, DJ Environmental,
Fredericksburg, Virginia, described the Best
Management Practices (BMP) that the oil and gas
industry is following to reduce the typical impacts of an
oil and gas well and road from 5 acres to 1.5 acres.  BMPs
include such things as centralizing production facilities,
burying pipelines in road beds, submerging pumps, using
low profile equipment, and putting seasonal restrictions
on operator access.  He cited the new BLM/FS Gold Book
containing exploration and development guidelines.

Alan Evans, Director of Fergus County Electrical
Cooperative, Roundup, Montana, expressed his
concerns about the failure of BLM in Montana to
adequately plan for energy transmission corridors and
public concerns over the possessive attitude that the
federal land management agencies have regarding the
federal lands.  He recommends that the Interior
Department employ a non-federal intermediary facilitator
to get better public/private involvement in planning for
energy development and energy transmission corridors
in Montana.

     In the discussion period following the panel
presentations, there was a question if BLM is issuing too

many APDs, and it was observed that there is little or no
increase in oil production from the area.  The answer
was that most of the APDs are being issued for natural
gas exploration, not for oil.  A second point made was
that the Energy Act of 2005 did not fundamentally rework
or modify either the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act  (FLPMA), the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) or the Clean Water Act.

Panel 5:  Science in BLM Decision-Making.  The panel
focused on the issue of how to better use science in land
management decision-making.

Mike Karl, Scientist, BLM National Science and
Technology Center in Denver, emphasized that BLM’s
biggest need was to have scientists who understand BLM’s
laws and programs and who have the skills to translate
science findings to land managers.

Don Hinrichsen, Acting Director, BLM National
Science and Technology Center in Denver, explained
that BLM is very innovative and resourceful at problem
solving, has tremendous experience on the ground, and
collects a vast amount of data.  However, the agency
needs to do a better job of assimilating the data and
managing a changing natural environment and changing
public needs and public attitudes toward public lands.
In seeking help from science, BLM needs to better define
what the questions are.  The Service Center is working
on developing a tech transfer program and classes at the
BLM’s National Training Center to help train managers
in the use of science in decision-making.

Panel 6:  Problems and solutions to the Split Estate
Issue.  The panel focused on issues associated with
development of the federally owned mineral estate beneath
millions of acres of private surface in the Rocky Mountain
states, most of which were patented under the Stock
Raising Homestead Act.

Alan Rabinoff, BLM Wyoming Deputy State Director
for Minerals, Cheyenne, Wyoming, explained the
process of handling oil and gas on split estate lands, and
explained Section 1835 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005,

(Continued on Page 6.)
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which addresses split estates and requires a review of
current policies and practices.  He distributed copies of
BLM’s Split Estate, Rights, Responsibilities and
Opportunities information brochure.

Drew Bower Moore, President, DRU Consulting,
LLC, Worland, Wyoming, talked about the Wyoming
Split Estate Initiative.  She expressed concerns that
communication, education and cooperation were lacking
in the initiative and that landowners had nowhere to go to
get answers to their questions.  She encouraged BLM to
educate the public on how they can participate and
requested that surface owners be given a time frame to
approve or disapprove disturbance and reclamation
proposals.  She also stated that industry opposes
elimination of the bond process and stressed that a cultural
survey should not be mandated on surface estate prior to
APD approval, if the surface owner doesn’t want it done.

Nancy Sorenson, a private rancher from the Powder
River Basin Council, Wyoming, stated that from her
perspective the APD process was adequate, but
reclamation was inadequate.  As an example, her
neighbors have tried for more than 10 years to get their
property reclaimed.  Oil and gas development in the 1970
—1990 era has caused the greatest problems, since
operators left without reclaiming the lands and the bonds
were inadequate.   She recommended that bonds be
increased to reflect the true cost of reclamation and re-
evaluated every three years to assure they remain
adequate.  Water discharges that impact down-stream
landowners also are a serious problem.  She feels that
the government owes surface owners enough leverage to
get adequate reclamation.

Greg Schnacke, Executive Director, Colorado Oil and
Gas Association, stated that in split estate situations the
mineral estate is dominate, with reasonable use of the
surface.  He said there are limits to what operators are
required to do to protect surface resources, e.g. they are
not required to directional-drill.  He added that the oil
and gas industry has an educational program to explain
the rights of surface and mineral estate holders, and the
real estate industry also has a responsibility to explain
the terms and conditions that go with the sale of a surface-
only estate.

GEOGRAPHIC PLANNING.  Leslie Cone, BLM
Project Manager of Land & Resources Project Office
in Denver, gave an update on the BLM National
Integrated Land System and a demonstration of how it
provides land status, survey and map information to BLM
employees and to the public.

REMEMBERING BLM.

Marvin Pearson, Keith Miller and Frank Edwards
entertained us with stories about their experiences and
careers with the BLM.  Their presentations were video
taped and are now stored in the PLF Archives at Phoenix.

AWARDS BANQUET

At the Awards Banquet on Friday evening, the PLF
presented Lifetime Service Awards to Karl Landstrom,
former BLM Director; Carol Hadley, former secretary
and assistant to BLM Nevada State Directors; and
Deane Swickard, former Folsom, California Field
Office Manager.  (See citation for each recipient starting
on Page 12.)

The PLF Volunteer of the Year Award was given to
Beau McClure.

PLF has established a new Landscape Stewardship
Award to recognize citizens and citizen groups for their
work in protecting public lands.  The first recipients are
Dave Harr and Jerry Jack of the Owl Mountain
Project in North Park, Colorado, and Linda Luther
and Allan Belt of the San Miguel Watershed Coalition
near Telluride, Colorado.  (See Pages 15-18.)

NEXT YEAR’S ANNUAL MEETING

The 2007 annual meeting will be held in Santa Fe,
New Mexico during September 12 - 15.  The program
will follow our customary format with a get together
barbecue on Wednesday evening, the 12th, and the meeting
beginning on Thursday morning, the 13th and ending at
noon on Saturday, the 15th.  The PLF Board of Directors

(Continued on Page 7.)
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will meet all day on Tuesday the 11th, and our annual
golf outing will take place on Wednesday morning
preceding the barbeque.  The theme of the meeting will
be “Keeping Public Lands in Public Hands”, and it will
include panels, speakers and discussions on this important
public land issue.  So mark your calendar now, and plan
to take part and renew acquaintances with old friends
and associates.

MINUTES OF THE PLF BOARD OF
DIRECTORS MEETING

September 19, 2006

Following are some of the more important discussions
held and decisions made by the Board:

(1) Realignment of the PLF Organization.  At the
2005 annual meeting in Phoenix, the Board
discussed ways to get more help to George Lea
in carrying out the duties of the President.  At
the Golden meeting he made recommendations
as to which projects and duties could be assigned
to someone in a field location.  A committee was
assigned the task of making recommendations on
how such delegation to the field should be
administered.  As a result, by unanimous vote, it
was decided to establish an appointed position
titled “Director of Operations” to carry out the
following duties/projects working with the
President:  annual meetings, awards programs,
PLF Archives, Register of BLM Retirees,
position papers, websites, Monitoring MOU,
distribution of DVD, implementation of the LOR
organization (see below), National Public Lands
Day, coordination of State Representatives’
activities and (per usual) other duties assigned
by the President and Board. Fortunately and
thankfully, Beau McClure stepped forward and
agreed to take on this new position. Beau was
appointed to the position, and the Board all
thanked him.

 (2) PLF Members are Needed as Local Office
Representatives.   If you live in or near a town
in which a BLM office is located, you can provide

a valuable service to PLF.  Volunteers are needed
as Local Office Representatives to 1) keep in
touch with what is happening in BLM District
and Field Offices, 2) maintain contacts with them,
3) collect and maintain names and addresses on
a voluntary basis of those about to retire from
BLM, and 4) be an advocate for and promote
membership in PLF.  If you are interested in
volunteering, contact your PLF State
Representative.  The PLF Board of Directors has
set a goal of establishing Local Office
Representatives for all BLM District and Field
Offices by July 1, 2007.  We hope you will help.

(3)  PLF Informational DVD Available Shortly.
A DVD developed to inform current BLM
employees, retirees and others about who the
Public Lands Foundation is and what it does to
keep public lands in public hands will be
distributed shortly to State Representatives.  The
PLF Board of Directors has set a goal of having
the DVD shown in all-employee meetings or other
settings in all BLM State, District and Field
Offices by July 1, 2007.  Beau McClure, as PLF
Director of Operations, will coordinate this effort
with State Representatives.  The DVD provides
State Representatives and new Local Office
Representatives with an excellent opportunity to
re-unite with BLM staff and meet new employees.

PLF’S REGISTER OF BLM RETIREES
3200 Addresses; 191 Errors

Some of our Wyoming members may wonder why their
zip codes are listed incorrectly in the June 2006 edi-

tion of PLF’s Register of BLM Retirees.   It is because a
computer glitch moved the Wyoming zip code column
one notch, and we failed to catch the error.  Check your
Register, and you will see that Mary Akins’ zip code is
listed beside Wyoming, and Rex Zobell doesn’t have one.
We send our apologies to Wyoming retirees, and our
thanks to Smokey O’Connor for bringing this to our at-
tention.  We will correct the errors in the June 2008 edi-
tion of the Retiree Register.
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NOMINATIONS OPEN FOR PLF OFFICERS
FOR 2007

The Foundation By-laws require the annual election
of the PLF’s Board of Directors.  Accordingly,

nominations are now open to initiate the election process
for the year 2007.  Nominations will be received at PLF,
PO Box 7226, Arlington, VA 22207 until December 1,
2006.  The following offices, with the incumbents, are
open for nominations.

President George Lea
Vice President Ed Spang
Secretary/Treasurer Carl Enix
Director (1 year) Mat Millenbach
Director (2 year) Tom Allen
Director (3 year Bill Templeton
Director (4 year) Vince Hecker

State Representatives:
Alaska Jules Tileston

Don Mears
Arizona Glen Collins

Beau McClure
California Jim Ruch

John Fields
Colorado Bruce VanHaveren

John Foster
Idaho Joe Zimmer

Sam Whitlock
Montana Bill Noble

Bill Luscher
Nevada Bob Steele

Clint Oke
New Mexico Ron Fellows

Bus Riley
Oregon Mel Chase

Don Smith
Utah Jens Jensen

Dick LeDosquet
Washington Van Manning

Ralph Heft
Wyoming Bill LeBarron

John Kwiatkowski
Mid-western States Doug Morrison

vacant
Eastern States Karl Kipping

Pete Culp

MAJOR PUBLIC LAND ISSUES

Selling Public Lands.  Members must remain on alert.
Congress has not forgotten how enticing it is to

propose selling public lands without reference to the policy
and requirements of FLPMA.  Their latest strategy is to
link selling BLM Lands to the establishment of formal
wilderness areas.  We call it the quid-pro-quo political
game plan.  Congress agrees to setting up wilderness
areas, and wilderness supporters agree to selling public
lands.  The following letter was recently sent to all the
House and Senate committees involved in public land
issues, expressing PLF views on such a strategy.

October 7, 2006
Dear Senator/Congressman:

I am writing to you to voice our concern and strong
opposition regarding proposed legislation that would
sell Bureau of Land Management (BLM) public lands
in exchange for the designation of wilderness areas.
These bills impact public lands located in Idaho, Nevada
and Utah.  They are: Washington County Growth and
Conservation Act, Utah, S 3636 and HR 5769; Central
Idaho Economic Development and Recreation Act, HR
3603; White Pine County (Nevada) Conservation,
Recreation and Development Act, S 3772.

The Public Lands Foundation is a nonprofit national
organization incorporated in 1987 to support keeping
public lands in public hands, embracing multiple use
management of BLM lands as prescribed by the Federal
Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA), following
sound environmental principals.  We are a membership
organization whose members are predominantly retired
former employees of the BLM.  As such, our membership
represents a broad spectrum of knowledge and
experience in public land management.

Our objections to these proposed bills are basically two
fold: First, it is the responsibility of Congress to set the
policy and guidelines for the management of BLM lands,
and it has done so in FLPMA and in the Recreation and
Public Purposes Act of 1954 (RP&P Act) and in other
legislation such as NEPA.  It is BLM responsibility to
carry out land management following these national

(Contined on Page 12.)
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policies.  FLPMA provides for (1) public input to BLM’s
land use plans; (2) the authority for the sale of public
lands so identified in this planning process; (3) the
authority to exchange public lands for private lands;
(4) the granting of rights-of-ways; and (5) all other
authorities needed to manage the lands in the public
interest following environmental evaluations.  The RP&P
Act provides authority for BLM to sell public land at
reduced prices to local governments where such a need
exists.  The point is that BLM should be permitted to
manage the public lands following these national
policies, and there is no need for the above listed
proposed legislation.  Congress should not be
“politicizing” the management of BLM lands by the
introduction of complex and un-needed legislation.  A
modest increase in the BLM budget could do a lot to
enable the Bureau to work with states and local
communities to rationalize land patterns and make land
available under existing authority.

Secondly, we object to the strategy of trading off the
establishment of wilderness areas in exchange for the
selling of public lands.  A policy of selling public lands
not covered by land use plans developed under FLPMA
should stand or fall on its own justification following a
national debate as to the national benefit to such
disposal.  PLF supports the sale of public lands, but
only those lands that have been so identified by land
use planning. Equally, the establishment of formal
wilderness areas under the Wilderness Act of 1964
should be debated and justified based upon the unique
qualities of the land rather than as a political pawn in
an effort to gain the support from wilderness advocates
for the selling of public lands.  The PLF supports the
establishment of wilderness areas, but not in the fashion
called for in the above quid-pro-quo strategy of the
pending legislation.

These harmful public lands bills would seriously
undermine the integrity of our western public lands by
making repeated exceptions and loopholes around many
of our nation’s most fundamental land management and
environmental laws.  Such exemptions not only have
direct on-the-ground consequences, but  also seriously

MAJOR PUBLIC LAND ISSUES
(Continued from Page 11.)

weaken any sense of national land management.  At its
worst, these bills together suggest the unraveling of our
national land management policy in favor of a piecemeal
and haphazard view of these valued public resources.

We want you to understand that the PLF continues to
support sound management of public lands by BLM
following the national policies established by Congress.

George Lea,
President, PLF

LIFETIME SERVICE AWARDS

The Foundation provides this award annually to
deserving members who have perpetuated and

enhanced the proud tradition of public service, particularly
following retirement. The following PLF members have
demonstrated that tradition through a lifetime of service
in managing and protecting the public lands. The Public
Lands Foundation was proud and honored to present its
Lifetime Service Award at the our annual meeting in
Golden, Colorado to the following:

CAROL HADLEY.  Carol Hadley’s dedicated public
service is an outstanding example of how the
professionalism of an administrative staff employee can
enhance BLM’s image not only in Nevada but nation wide.

     Carol Hadley entered BLM employment in 1961,
serving as a secretary to the state office engineering staff.
In only five years, she became the secretary for the state
director.  She used the combination of her position, her
capabilities and Reno’s unique situation to mature into
what many note as a Bureau icon.  Many of the agency
meetings were held in Reno due to the favorable
accommodations and services. One call to Carol, and
everything was in order from meeting rooms to hotel
lodgings and whatever it took to have a successful
function.

     An example of such service and how it facilitated the
Bureau’s present and future was the Caldron Training, a
major program that orientated new employees.  As a full
member of  the Caldron  staff, Carol made all the back-

(Continued on Page 13.)
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ground arrangements, such as reservations, meeting
rooms, and assembling of handout packets.  In her usual
style, she went the extra mile in her assigned activities to
ensure the Caldron mission of a positive beginning for
these new employees.  Many still remember her friendly
greeting at the entrance table.  Such quality performance
earned Carol Hadley special universal esteem, as
evidenced by National Headquarters independently
initiating her Distinguished Service Award.

     Each of the five state directors completely trusted
Carol, both her loyalty and exceptional capability to
independently organize and carry out her duties, as well
as add to the professionalism of the office.  In many ways,
because of her attributes, she could be used as a staff
assistant and definitely was considered as an important
support member of the management team.  Carol was
part of that day-to-day networking because she had the
confidence of those in BLM throughout Nevada.

     Carol’s community service started long before
retirement and includes an exemplary list of activities
that utilize the same capabilities she demonstrated in her
BLM career.  Some service has resulted in major awards,
such as the Reno-Sparks Community Gold Service Award
in 1994.  Before retiring, she volunteered as secretary
and committee member for the annual Wild Horse and
Burro Show, a tremendous extra-hours workload.  Carol’s
many other volunteer community services focus on
people-needs to include work for Washoe School District,
Washoe Medical Center, VA Hospital, Domestic Violence,
Habitat for Humanity and Reno Sparks Convention
Center and Visitor Authority.

     With each new day, Carol continually found ways to
improve the level of her performance and the service of
her position.  Over a period of nearly thirty years, she
served as the only secretary to five state directors: Nolan
Kiel, Ed Rowland, Ed Spang, Billy Templeton and Ann
Morgan.  Her perfect record of Superior Performance
ratings, capped by the coveted Department of Interior’s
Meritorious Service and the rarely given Distinguished
Service Awards reflect how she took her position to a
new level to be recognized universally throughout the
Bureau and the Department of Interior.

LIFETIME SERVICE AWARDS
(Continued from Page 12.)

     The aplomb, efficiency, initiative, knowledge and
insight she used unerringly over thirty years of service at
the front office desk truly supported BLM Nevada’s
mission.  Her reputation for assisting and facilitating
activities of field and headquarters offices and the
professionalism she brought to the workplace became
known agency-wide.  Carol Hadley set the standard for
those in her position.  Additionally, in the process of doing
her duties, she enhanced rapport with key outside entities
dealing with BLM Nevada, to include state government,
congressional offices, and all the public who had interest
in federal lands.

     The Public Lands Foundation is honored to recognize
Carol Hadley with this Lifetime Service Award.

DEANE F. SWICKARD.  Following graduation from
college in 1966, Deane went to work for the National
Park Service in Alaska.  He served with the U.S.
Department of the Navy, Marine Corps from 1968 to
1975.  For his service in Viet Nam, as a Cobra gunship
pilot, Dean received the Navy Commendation Medal with
Combat “V”.  In January 1975, Deane joined the BLM’s
Susanville District Office as the District Staff Wildlife
Biologist.

     Deane became the Surprise Resource Area Manager
in 1976.  He was instrumental in the preparation and
completion of the Tuledad-Home Camp and Cowhead-
Massacre Grazing EISs.  In 1978, he moved to the
California State Office as Chief of Environmental
Planning.  Deane’s efforts were key for the State Office
in meeting its deadlines for the completion of numerous
geothermal and grazing EISs, and the California Desert
Plan EIS.

     Deane returned to the field in 1983 as the Folsom
Resource Area Manager.  During his 23 years at Folsom,
he was tireless in his commitment to improve and protect
the public lands.  As Folsom Area Manager, Deane’s
major objective was to eliminate illegal occupants on
BLM land in Nevada County.  With a TV cameraman
present,  Deane  soon had a bulldozer demolish  the

(Continued on Page 14.)
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structures.  Deane next focused his attention on the South
Yuba River Recreation Area.  The river was inundated
with squatters and marijuana growers.  By the end of the
year the last remaining structures were dismantled and
burned.

     The most dramatic major cleanup took place on the
Merced River. It had a history of year-round long-term
occupancies.  After BLM prevailed in a lengthy legal
process to clear the Merced, many truckloads of material,
every scrap the trespassers had brought in, was removed.
That section of river is now a prime recreation area with
3 fine campgrounds.  While Deane was at Folsom, over
1,000 trespass cases were opened and over 700 were
closed.

     Early in his tenure as Folsom Resource Area Manger,
Deane established a land sale and exchange team to
streamline the preparation of lands for disposal.  Deane
set goals to complete 100 actions a year. He envisioned
Folsom Field Office having a wild and scenic river
corridor which was publicly owned and administered by
BLM.  Folsom now administers three such river corridors.

     Deane saw an opportunity to expand the vision of
Cosumnes River Preserve, which at that time was a small
valley oak preserve.  Today under Dean’s leadership, the
Preserve has grown to 50,000 acres and 9 partners.  It
attracts about 50,000 visitors a year.  The Preserve has a
state-of-the-art visitors’ center, trails, and boardwalks.
BLM lands are intensively managed for waterfowl,
regularly attracting thousands of ducks, geese, swans and
cranes in the winter season.

     Deane was never satisfied to rest on his
accomplishments. He always looked ahead for the next
opportunity to improve the public lands.  He has received
many, many Special Achievement Agency Awards, as well
as the BLM’s Superior Service Award.  He also received
the 2005 Outstanding Public Lands Manager Award from
the 20,000 members of the Sierra Club’s Mother Lode
Chapter.

     Throughout his public career, Deane has been
passionate about leadership.  He has lived it and practiced

it, both by example and training.  Deane’s leadership,
integrity and achievements during the last 31 years have
reflected enormous professionalism and dedication to both
the mission of the Bureau and the country he has so well
served.

     The Public Lands Foundation is honored to recognize
Deane with this Lifetime Service Award

Karl Landstrom.  Born in Lebanon, Oregon, Karl S.
Landstrom received the degree of MA in economics from
the University of Oregon in 1932. He began his
government career in 1935 as a reserve Army officer
assigned to the Civilian Conservation Corps in the Pacific
Northeast. He continued in 1937 as an agricultural
economist in the Department of Agriculture, working on
land economics studies in the western states. After military
service in World War II, he continued with land economics
research in Oregon and Washington, joining BLM in 1949
as chief of land use planning in its Pacific Northwest
region

     In 1952 Mr. Landstrom was transferred to the
Bureau’s Washington D.C. office working on program
planning, land classification and land appraisals. He
received his law degree from the George Washington
University in 1958.

     In 1959-60 he served as a legislative consultant to the
House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.  Karl
then became one of the few career, non-political BLM
Directors during the period 1961-1963.  Landstrom was
appointed as assistant to the Secretary of the Interior for
land utilization and from 1966 until 1968 he served as
the Department’s member on the Public Land Law Review
Commission’s Advisory Council.

     Mr. Landstrom retired from government service in
1970. He is retired also from the Army of the United
States (colonel, USA-retired.).  In 1971-74 he was a
registered lobbyist.  From 1975 until 1995 he served on-
call as an administrative law-hearing officer for the state
of Virginia. He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, the

(Continued on Page 15.)
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American Legion, the 70th Infantry Division Association,
and the Civil Affairs Association, and a Charter Member
of the Public Lands Foundation, and is a retired member
of the Virginia and District of Columbia bars.   Although
Karl retired on paper, he continues to this day to be active
in natural resources and other public issues.  Often one
can read his letters to the Editor in the Washington Post,
calling attention to faulty Congressional action or on talk
radio expounding the true facts of a public issue.

     Through his career with BLM and the Department of
Interior, Karl has been a man of uncompromising integrity.
As BLM Director, Karl established firm principals but
with a light touch.  He led BLM to implementing President
Kennedy’s Special Message to Congress in 1961 calling
for improved resource management of the public lands.
It was through Karl’s leadership that many obsolete public
land laws were repealed, the Multiple Use Land
Classification Act became law, and the formation of the
Public Land Law Review Commission occurred, which
culminated in passage of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act in 1976.  He was the ultimate example
of a career public servant who earned his way up the
ranks through integrity, leadership, and intelligence and
always put the public interest in the forefront of his
decision-making.

     The Public Lands Foundation is honored to recognize
Karl with this Lifetime Service Award.

LANDSCAPE STEWARDSHIP AWARD

This is the first year we have been able to recognize
private individuals and organizations  who have taken

an active leadership role in public lands planning and
management during the past year.  We were honored at
our annual meeting in Golden to recognize the following
private citizens’ involvement in two watershed
communities with our Landscape Stewardship Award.

The San Miguel Watershed Coalition
     The San Miguel River, one of the few remaining
ecologically intact and free flowing rivers in Colorado,
flows from a million-acre watershed extending from high
alpine settings above Telluride to beautiful sandstone
formations some 70 miles downstream, where the San
Miguel joins the Dolores River.  The watershed supports
some 600,000 residents and seven small, culturally and
economically diverse towns.  Although many residents
share a common history in mining, ranching, and
agriculture, new influences, namely a booming real estate
market in the upper reaches and recreational tourism
throughout, have more recently brought new human
pressures and influences to the area.  These changes were
causing concern among older residents on the upper areas
and creating distrust by the people living in the lower
reaches of the watershed.  In the downstream
communities, many people believed that the growth and
new wealth in the upper areas threatened their lifestyles
and livelihoods.

     It was from this setting that the San Miguel Watershed
Coalition began forming in the mid-1990’s.  The coalition
was intended to be a citizen-based collaborative watershed
management program aimed at restoring and maintaining
watershed health, while supporting local economies and
quality of life for people living throughout the watershed.
But if the coalition was to be viable, it first had to
accomplish the difficult task of bringing together different
and often distrusting cultures, communities, and interests,
as well as gaining support from a number of local, state
and federal agencies, and other government interests. Over
60% of the approximate one-million-acre watershed is a
combination of Forest Service and BLM lands.

     Linda Luther was one of the original visionaries
behind the coalition and the person who personally took

(Continued on Page 16.)
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on the many challenges faced in the early days.  Those
challenges might be categorized into three. The first would
be getting the various agencies and other government
interests to work together in a cohesive, collaborative
manner.  The second was to establish a level of trust,
communication, and common purpose among the residents
and communities located in the watershed.  Finally, those
two challenges had to merge into a single, collaborative
approach to understanding and managing the entire
watershed.

     Considerable work had already been done on the first
challenge through various meetings and conferences held
in previous months and years.  Perhaps the greater risk
there was that the agencies would become too organized,
thereby threatening the more difficult challenge of bringing
residents and communities together.  Linda’s early
involvement was key to forming the needed citizen support
while helping to avoid a dominant presence of government.
In a role someone from government would have had
difficulty filling, Linda worked tirelessly with BLM, other
agencies, and residents of the area to build trust and a
sense of local empowerment.  Over time, through Linda’s
skills in community work, people in the area began
reshaping their thinking into what she called “a watershed
point of view.”  She also coordinated many other aspects
of the watershed initiative, including grant writing and
administration, project planning and development, and
public outreach.

     Allan Belt was the BLM Field Office Manager for
the Uncompahgre Resource Area during this time.  Allan
had been involved in the early discussions leading up to
the watershed coalition. He too believed strongly in
networking and empowering people to resolve issues and
problems collaboratively.  And his open and honest
management style had already built considerable trust
among many interests in the area.  Allan committed his
capable staff to revising existing BLM land use plans for
the lower San Miguel watershed.  His staff and Linda
worked together during much of the public contact work
involved in formulating the plan.  It was largely through
this teamwork and Allan’s managerial style of empowering
people that the plan came to be accepted by local people
as theirs.

     Allan also continued his participation in the still-
evolving coalition.  As might be expected, many people
involved in the formation of the coalition thought people
should have clearly defined roles, responsibilities and
titles, and that other formalities typically associated with
such an organization should also be defined.  But Allan
saw it being much more effective if it kept such formalities
to a minimum.  He saw it being more oriented toward
networking, empowerment of citizens, and common
commitment to ideas and principles.  Without Allan’s
involvement, the coalition may have formed in a way that
caused local people to resist the idea.  Instead, it became
an excellent example of the relationship needed between
government and people to support stewardship.

     Both Linda and Allan have since moved on to other
matters. Linda now works for the county, and Allan has
retired from BLM and is now county commissioner in
Montrose, Colorado. However, the work each did in the
early years of the coalition undoubtedly was critical to
the success of the coalition.  The San Miguel Watershed
Coalition continues to serve as a forum for residents,
landowners, agencies, and non-profits to interact in ways
that promote understanding of the watershed and act
together to both protect and enhance its natural values
and functions.  Their mission remains one of advancing
the ecological health while promoting the economic
vitality of the area through collaborative stewardship.
The coalition has been successful in getting people from
all parts of the watershed to come together in support of
that mission.

     The Public Lands Foundation believes the San Miguel
Watershed Coalition is a true example of citizen-based
landscape stewardship, one that will continue to grow
and demonstrate the new relationship between government
and people needed to foster and support such stewardship.
The Foundation presents this award to Linda Luther
and Allan Belt in honor of their vision, transformational
thinking, and dedication to that end.  The Foundation also
wishes to honor all others who have  made other valuable
contributions, whose names are known only to Linda and
Allen.

(Continued on Page 17.)
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The Owl Mountain Partnership
     The Owl Mountain Partnership (OMP) is a
collaborative, community-based process focused on
restoring and/or sustaining both land health and economic
productivity in North Park, Colorado.   The partnership
got its start some 13 years ago, evolving from another
program aimed specifically at resolving conflicts between
growing elk populations in the area and private
landowners.  The partnership replaced that single-focused
program with the idea that the elk conflicts could be more
effectively resolved through a larger approach for
ecosystem management, one in which human needs and
values were considered in the context of the area’s natural
systems.

     The partnership was founded on the concept that
sustainable land stewardship “must, in large measure,
originate from the community’s grass roots, where a
sense of place and community ties to a natural world is
best expressed.”  So, although the partnership was
intended to be an inclusive and collaborative process
among all interested parties, ultimately it depended on
the desire of local people to be good stewards of the land.
The partnership brought together eight government
agencies, both state and federal, to work collaboratively
with each other, other interests, and local people to better
understand and resolve a variety of land issues faced by
people in the area.  Those issues included rangeland
health, elk damage to private property, declining sage
grouse populations, degrading waterfowl habitat, water
quality, wetland and riparian systems health, and invasive
exotic plants.

     Although many people have made significant
contributions to the Owl Mountain Partnership over the
years, the Public Lands Foundation wishes to specifically
recognize the work done by Dave Harr and Jerry Jack
for their vision, hard work, and adherence to principles
that have been so important to the success of this
partnership.

     Dave Harr, formerly BLM associate field office
manager in Kremmling, Colorado, was responsible for
bringing much of the vision that led to the founding of
this partnership.  His deep sense of purpose has both
stood for and fostered the principles underlying the

partnership’s success.  Those same principles continue
to anchor and build the partnership today.  His personal
 involvement has been the key to resolving a number of
critical issues in which there was disagreement among
participants, particularly among agencies. In one example,
a rancher whose operation included some valuable
wetlands believed he was out of business due to livestock/
wildlife habitat conflicts.

     It was Dave’s patient skill that helped to transform
that issue into a unified commitment among agencies and
other interests that the grazing operation could continue.
Once proper grazing management practices were agreed
to, wetland management was actually turned over to the
rancher. Today that rancher continues to apply the
management practices and other knowledge he’s gained
through the partnership to both the public lands and his
private lands.

     This is only one of many success stories that could be
attributed to Dave’s personal involvement in the
stewardship process over the years.  His wisdom and
foresight were evident from the beginning of the
partnership.  Socially and culturally, North Park is an
extension of Wyoming into Colorado.  Recognizing this,
Dave hired a Wyoming native, Jerry Jack, who had both
a ranching background and a practical environmental
consciousness, to be the project manager and on-the-
ground presence for BLM.

     Jerry Jack took the job with one condition:  if the
area was to be managed as an ecosystem, it would have
to include all lands in the area - federal, state, and private.
Making that condition says a lot about Jerry’s
understanding of the task before him, as well as his
confidence in being up to that task.  Since then, it has
largely been Jerry’s cultural alignment with the area and
his patient but professional approach to the job that have
gradually built the trust needed to support ecosystem
management in the area.  He has shown himself to be an
honest broker to the local people, as well as to the various
agencies involved.  He has patiently worked with ranchers
to bring about a better idea of the areas’ potential, and
how to achieve that potential in a profitable way.  Once,

(Continued on Page 18.)
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when locals insisted that a certain riparian area never
had supported willows, Jerry simply placed a wire cage
out.  Within a few weeks, there were the willows showing,
undeniable to anyone.  With patience, creativity and,
sometimes, good old-fashioned humor, Jerry is gradually
winning people over to become better stewards of the
land.  He has served as fund-raiser, expert land manager,
public contact person, and overall coordinator of the effort
since its beginnings.

     Originally, the Owl Mountain Partnership was
designed to cover only a portion of the North Park area.
Basically, the area selected covered most of a watershed
and a variety of land ownerships and environments,
including wetlands administered by the F&WS and BLM.
It was designed to set an example of what could be
accomplished through the citizen-based stewardship
process.  And over the next few years a great deal was
accomplished.  In fact, it was said that, after only a few
years, more had been accomplished than had been done
in the previous 20 years.  Most of the rangelands and
riparian systems showed remarkable recovery, as did some
of the wetland areas where livestock grazing had
previously been a problem.  One of the first things done
was to fence off haystacks on private lands to resolve the
elk damage; then various improvements and land
treatments were applied to better distribute elk and
livestock grazing in the area.  Fire was introduced
successfully, as were other types of land treatments, along
with improved grazing management.  Vegetation
inventories were completed along with studies for sage
grouse and waterfowl habitat.  Monies were contributed
from a variety of sources that wanted to support these
community-based efforts.  EPA remains a major
contributor because of the success in improving watershed
conditions.

     Since its inception, the partnership has spent over $2
million on various projects and inventories. Today, the
partnership continues to rely mostly on contributed monies
rather than range improvement money allocated by BLM.
The boundaries of the partnership have been enlarged to
include all of Jackson County, and there has been interest
shown by the Wyoming Game and Fish to extend the work
into adjoining Wyoming - which makes great sense both
environmentally and socially.

     A recent study found that perhaps the biggest gains
have been with people, finding that trust and
communications have greatly improved, that mutual
education has been very influential in bringing about
needed changes, and that empowering local people to help
find solutions and to become the basis for land stewardship
are all factors leading to fundamental changes that will
almost certainly continue as part of the areas’ local culture
and wisdom.

     The Public Lands Foundation believes the Owl
Mountain Partnership is a true example of citizen-based
landscape stewardship, one that will continue to grow
and exemplify the new relationship between government
and people needed to foster and support citizen
stewardship.  The Foundation presents this award to
David Harr and Jerry Jack in honor of their vision,
transformational thinking, and dedication to this effort.
The Foundation also wishes to honor all others who have
made valuable contributions, but whose names are known
only to Dave and Jerry.

Manage Forest Burns

To the Editor:

     We seem to be frozen in our tracks in what to do about
salvage logging after forest fires.  I just drove through
the 1980 Mt. St. Helen volcanic eruption and the Oxbow
fire of August 20,1966 that burned 43,000 acres over
five days.  The latter is located in the Smith River
drainage, in steep terrain, about half way between Eugene
and Reedsport.

     Twenty-six years later the volcano-damaged area is
reforested with over several hundred thousand acres of
primarily Noble Fir.  Three years after the Oxbow burn,
900 million board feet of timber had been logged and the
area completely reforested.  Forty years later, one can
drive for over 15 miles through the fire area, on the Oxbow
road, and see a fully stocked stand of the next crop of
trees.

(Continued on Page 19.)
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IN MEMORIUM

The Public Lands Foundation regrets to inform you
that the following long-time BLM employees have

passed on:

Roy Heimandollar - BLM Land Office Manager in
Arizona on September 26, 2006, in Phoenix, Arizona.

H. Byron Mock - Chief Counsel for the Grazing Service
and Utah’s first Regional Director of the BLM in 1947
and later Regional Director for Utah, Idaho, Nevada and
Arizona on September 3, 2006, in Salt Lake City, Utah.

David L. Carl - BLM Minerals Specialist in Roswell,
New Mexico, on September 17, 2006, in Santa Fe, New
Mexico.

Norman Mathews - BLM Wildlife Specialist  on August
28, 2006, in Prescott, Arizona.

Francis (Fran) Jacquemin - BLM Forester in
Washington, D.C. and several Western Oregon Offices
on August 30, 2006, in Hillsboro, Oregon.

Carl Johnson -  BLM Area Manger for Western Alaska
and Fairbanks Assistant District Manager on September
19, 2006, in Denver, Colorado.

Ann Beatrice Greer Hibbard Smedley - BLM
Information Specialist for the Idaho State Office on
October  2, 2005, in Boise, Idaho.

MEMORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

A contribution in memory of the following has been
received from Jerry O’Callaghan: Boyd Rasmussen,
Charles Stoddard, George Turcott, Ed Zaidlicz, Bob Wolf,
Marion Clawson, Mike Harvey, Harold Hochmuth, Jorge
Jorgenson and Robert Nielson.

A contribution in memory of Marlene Spang as been
received from Bob Steele.

A contribution in memory of Opal Redshaw has been
received from Kenneth Reinert.

A contribution in memory of Claire Letson has been
received from Ken Herman.

Hilary A. Oden - BLM State Director for Wyoming and
Assistant Director for Energy and Minerals Resources
on July 3, 2006, in Fredericksburg, Virginia.

William (Kay) Johnson - BLM Chief of Aviation and
Fire Management at Anchorage, Alaska District Office
on August 3, 2006, in East Wenatchee, Washington.

Fred Stabler - BLM Wildlife Biologist  on June 13, 2006,
in Gautier, Mississippi.

Paul (Smokey) Bourgeois - BLM Forester and Area
Manager in the Sacramento and Folsom Districts,
California, on March 5, 2004, in Folsom, California.

Gary Seitz - BLM Resource Specialist in several states
and in Alaska on Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
on August 6, 2006, in Lake Creek, Oregon.

Spencer Stanley Koyle - BLM Fires Operations
Supervisor at the Fillmore Field Office was killed while
fighting the Devil’s Den Fire near Oak City, Utah, on
August 17, 2005, in Holden, Utah.

     It is obvious that  the management decisions made
in 1966 and 1980, after each event, resulted in preventing
soil loss through erosion, young stands of timber for future
wood supply, trees that process CO2 much more
efficiently than the previous stand, stands of trees that
will not burn as readily, AND have significant returns of
wildlife.  A mature black bear crossed the Oxbow road
just ahead of my car.

     Decisive and quick action by both private and public
land owners saved these areas from a blackened and
disastrous landscape that threatened the entire
environment, including the remaining forested area that
would have been under attack by the buildup of insects
that attack large areas of burned trees.

Lowell H. Russell, Eugene, OR

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
(Continued from Page 18.)
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Secretary/Treasurer             Carl Enix
Director (1 year)             Mat Millenbach
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ELECTION OF PLF OFFICERS
FOR 2007 BOARD

The nominations committee has reviewed
the nominations received and has

established the following slate of officers
for 2007 which follows the amended By-
laws.  Enclosed is a ballot for members to
return with their selections by February
1, 2007.  If you have not already done so,
please include your annual dues payment
of $25.00 with the return of your ballot.

Nevada            Bob Steele
                                                  Clint Oke
New Mexico          Ron Fellows
                                     Frank Splendoria*
Oregon                                     Mel Chase
                                                 Don Smith
Utah                                Dick LeDosquet
                                                Jens Jensen
Washington                           Van Manning
                                                Ralph Heft
Wyoming                             Bill LeBarron
                                     John Kwiatkowski
Mid-western States            Doug Morrison
                                                   Vacant**
Eastern States                       Karl Kipping
                                                   Vacant**

* We want to welcome these new candidates
for the Board and thank those leaving for
their help through the years.  Folks like Billy
Templeton, Joe Zimmer, Claire Whitlick,
Bus Riley and Bill Noble will be missed.

** We have a couple of vacant Board posi-
tions.  If you would like to help, please let
us know.

2007 ANNUAL PLF MEETING
SanteFe, New Mexico

We are returning to Santa Fe, New
Mexico for the week of October 22-

27, 2007.  Note:  we have had to move the
(Continued on Page 2.)
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meeting to October because the balloon races had filled
up the entire town of Santa Fe in September.
Arrangements have been made for the meeting to be
held at Hotel Santa Fe in downtown Santa Fe.  Please
check out the Hotel’s website: www.hotelsantafe.com.
You will find this hotel extremely unique (even for Santa
Fe) and with a special price structure at $99 per room!
With this price, and all that is Santa Fe, we can expect
a large PLF turnout!  You can make reservations by
calling 1-800-825-9876, Fax: 1-505-984-2211 or by
Internet Mail: stay@hotelsantafe.com.  Tell them that
you are with the Public Lands Foundation/Bureau of
Land Management.

     The theme for our meeting, KEEPING PUBLIC
LANDS IN PUBLIC HANDS, is especially meaningful
given the recent mid-term election changes that will
surely affect many, if not all, natural resource agencies—
their issues and direction and perhaps re-direction.
These changes will also challenge PLF as perhaps never
before.  Are we up to the challenge, and can we provide
meaningful input and support to the BLM as it seeks to
provide for its basic mission?  As with past sessions, a
golf tournament and an “ice breaker” family barbeque
will be held on Wednesday, October 24th, with the main
meeting beginning on Thursday morning.  As you all
know, Santa Fe and its environs are unique and ancient,
with many interesting attractions for the entire family;
so plan now to attend and enjoy the warm weather and
seeing old friends and perhaps meet some new ones.
Activities are planned for spouses, so let us know if you
have preferences.  There is a lot to see and do in Santa
Fe.

2007 ANNUAL PLF MEETING
(Continued from Page 1.)

MAJOR PUBLIC LAND ISSUES

Court blocks two additional parts of BLM range
regulations.  A  federal judge issued an injunction

September 25, 2006, that prevents BLM from
implementing two more major provisions of its new grazing
regulations.  PLF members will recall that we submitted
strong written objections to many aspects of the new
regulations.  Our objections mainly dealt with the overly
complicated monitoring requirements, ownership of range
improvements and water filing permits.   Our concerns were
considered unimportant by BLM.  This was the second
injunction against BLM’s regulations.  The first, on August
11, blocked public participation provisions.

     The September 25th injunction by the Chief U.S. District
Court in Idaho said BLM did not adequately consider
recommendations of a panel of its own experts on (1)
fundamentals of rangeland health (the range monitoring
requirements) and (2) ownership of range improvements.

     At issue is an internal 2003 study written by BLM
wildlife biologists and other scientists on the possible
environmental impacts of  the proposed grazing regulations.
That study is called the Administrative Review Copy Draft
EIS (ARC-DEIS).  Critics of the BLM’s regulations charge
that the Bureau failed to adequately respond to the ARC-
DEIS in a formal proposed EIS and final EIS.

     BLM did prepare an addendum to the final EIS eight
months after the final EIS was completed.  Even then the
judge said, “the addendum does not discuss many of the
points raised by the ARC-DEIS authors, and fails to explain
why the citations to scientific authorities were redacted.”

     The judge was concerned that the requirements for
intensive range monitoring studies would take a long period
of time, while range conditions would continue to
deteriorate and “irreparable harm will occur and, given
that, the inability to know precisely when monitoring will

(Continued on Page 3).
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occur is actually the strongest argument for an immedi-
ate injunction,” he said.  These were exactly our objec-
tions to the new monitoring requirements.  The judge
also faulted BLM’s analysis of a provision that would
allow a grazing permittee to share title to range improve-
ments placed on public lands.

Court deals Northwest Survey and Manage program
a setback.  A BLM policy for surveying and managing
sensitive species under a Northwest Forest Plan took
another significant hit November 6 in federal court.  The
Ninth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that BLM
could not reclassify a species - the red tree vole - to
remove the survey and manage requirement without first
writing environmental documentation.  The court’s order
halts two timber sales where BLM did not assess possible
impacts of the sales on the red tree vole.

     In an initial decision BLM reclassified the red tree
vole from Category C, which requires a pre-disturbance
survey, to Category D, which does not require a pre-
disturbance survey.  In a second decision BLM removed
the red tree vole from the survey and manage program
altogether.

     The Ninth Circuit held that the two BLM decisions
require a revision to a resource management plan and
environmental documentation.  On the planning front
BLM had argued that it has flexibility to change course
under its management plans.  But the Ninth Circuit said
the decisions violate the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act “because the dramatic change in
policy regarding the vole’s survey and manage
designation cannot be reasonably defined as anything
other than a change in a ‘term or condition’ in the
resource management plans.”

     This is the second major court decision this year to
hit the survey and manage program. On January 9 U.S.
District Court Judge Marsha Pechman in the Western
District of Washington threw out a 2004 Bush
administration decision to eliminate altogether the
survey and manage requirement for 296 rare and
uncommon species.  She reinstated a Clinton
administration survey and manage policy of 2001.  The

judge said the 2004 Forest Service and BLM decision
to eliminate the program didn’t adequately assess
environmental impacts, and she ordered the agencies to
redo their environmental documentation.  The agencies
on July 7 responded by completing a draft EIS.  The
agencies anticipate they will complete the supplemental
EIS and issue a new record of decision (ROD) by March
30, 2007.  Preparation of the supplemental EIS will cost
an estimated $2.7 million.  With that money the agencies
have produced a prodigious 176-page draft EIS.

     More than 100 timber sales in Oregon, Washington,
and Northern California are reportedly held up by the
order, adding what has to be extreme frustration for
BLMers trying to carry out their responsibilities.

Wyoming Grazing Dispute.  This case arises out of one
of many legal disputes between rancher Harvey Frank
Robbins and the Bureau of Land Management in
Wyoming.  A controversial 2003 settlement resolving
many of the BLM’s trespass claims against Robbins was
cancelled after Robbins continued to provoke additional
claims of willful livestock trespass.  Several career BLM
employees resigned or retired as a result of this settlement
agreement politically engineered by the Interior
Department’s solicitor’s office. We have discussed this
important issue in previous newsletters.

     Robbins filed the instant case, a Racketeer Influenced
and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) action against six
individual BLM employees, alleging that the defendants
unlawfully violated RICO and the Fifth Amendment,
specifically by (a) retaliating against him for the exercise
of his right to exclude the BLM from his private property,
and (b) by unlawfully attempting to extort the right-of-
way across his private lands.  BLM records indicate that
from April 1995 to May 2004 the BLM charged Robbins
with trespass 29 times on 17 different allotments, and
Robbins continues in violation of his grazing privileges
currently.  The Tenth Court of Appeals had affirmed the
allegations in the Robbins filing, and trial by jury is to
be scheduled.

     Although this is an unusual case, it is one that may
potentially have significant adverse implications for

(Continued on Page 4.)
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public lands management.  The key concern here is that
if employees of the BLM and other land management
agencies may be subject to personal RICO liability based
on the exercise of lawful regulatory authority, based
solely on the allegation that their conduct was motivated
by a desire to obtain a right-of-way or other benefit for
the government, agency employees may be deterred from
exercising their proper, lawful regulatory authority.  In
other words, BLM employees facing a discretionary
decision whether or not to take administrative action
against a grazing permittee for repeated livestock
trespass or permit violations may be deterred from taking
such action by the threat of personal (and substantial)
RICO liability.

     The Public Lands Foundation sees this as a very
critical test case of the authority and ability of field
managers to manage the public lands, and we have
joined the National Wildlife Federation (NWF) and the
Wyoming Wildlife Federation (WWF) to file a brief of
Amici Curiae supporting the BLM defendants.  Our
request to file was denied.  The gist of our argument
was that the appropriate mechanism for review of agency
enforcement actions is through administrative or judicial
challenge, under BLM regulations or the APA, not
through individual liability claims against agency
employees.

     The latest development is that the Supreme Court
has agreed to review the Tenth Circuit’s dreadful
Robbins decision.  This is good news!  At the present
time we are considering filing another brief, this time
to the Supreme Court, partnering with the NWF and the
WWF, urging reversal of the Tenth Circuit decision.

BLM closes in on awarding first oil shale R&D leases.
BLM took a major step November 13 toward issuance
of five oil shale research and development (R&D) leases
in Colorado when it approved records of decision
(RODs) that back environmental documentation for the
projects.

     The bureau still must issue leases for the projects,
probably next year.  In addition, the oil and gas
companies sponsoring the projects must gain approval
of plans of development and obtain  federal, state and

MAJOR PUBLIC LAND ISSUES
(Continued from Page 3.)

local permits.

     Still, the program took a step forward when the White
River Field Office of BLM in Colorado November 13
issued RODs on three 160-acre proposals from Shell
Frontier Oil & Gas, Inc.; one 160-acre proposal from
Chevron USA, Inc.; and one 160-acre proposal from EGL
Resources, Inc. The RODs endorse the findings of
environmental assessments that project no significant
impacts from the projects.

     Shell, generally regarded as the leader in the field,
proposes to test the viability of oil shale development in
three different in-situ strategies.  Site one would deploy
self-contained heaters to squeeze hydrocarbons from
kerogen.  Site two would inject hot water into the shale
to extract nahcolite and then recover hydrocarbons.  Site
three would use bare electric wires to heat the rock to
recover hydrocarbons.  In all three instances Shell would
construct a freeze wall to keep ground water out.

     The R&D leases would constitute the first step in
what could be a major new energy industry in Colorado,
Utah and Wyoming.  The Green River Formation of
Colorado alone could produce an estimated 800 billion
barrels of oil, or 100 years worth of the nation’s annual
consumption of 8 billion barrels.  However, the
technology for producing oil from shale is untested.  The
process could require massive amounts of energy to
produce oil, and the environmental impacts could be
severe.

     If the R&D projects are promising, BLM will then
move to commercial development. Holders of the R&D
leases would enjoy a preference right to commercial
leases of 4,960 contiguous acres, subject to further
environmental analysis.  Congress has directed BLM to
complete a commercial program EIS by Feb. 8, 2007,
and to hold an initial commercial lease sale by Feb. 8,
2008. Commercial leases would be for 5,760 acres, and
a company could hold up to 50,000 acres in any one
state.

     In a related development the House approved an
offshore oil and gas leasing bill (HR 4761) June 29 that

(Continued on Page 5.)
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contains a side provision that would peg oil shale
royalties on the rate paid by oil sands miners in Alberta,
Canada, or about one or two percent.  The Senate
approved a competing bill (S 3711) with no royalty
provision.  That legislation is now in a House-Senate
conference committee.

 Major western public land sales bills die.  A slew of
major wilderness/lands bills were headed for defeat this
week as Congress gave up on almost all remaining
legislation.  Heading for defeat were a Washington
County, Utah bill; a White Pine County, Nevada bill; a
central Idaho bill; and an Owyhee, Idaho bill.
 
     As we have alerted our members over the past year,
these are bills that try to convince us that it is a good
policy and strategy to trade the selling of BLM lands
for the establishment of wilderness areas.  These bills
would sell BLM lands that have not gone through BLM’s
planning process to satisfy land developers’ needs.  The
PLF joined some 80 organizations throughout the
country in opposing this strategy.   We strongly support
keeping public lands in public hands.  If BLM lands are
to be sold, that decision must be made as part of the
Bureau’s planning process.
 
     We support the establishment of wilderness areas by
Congress,  but these areas should be justified based upon
their wilderness quality and not as a pawn in a political
scheme to sell public lands.  Likewise, selling public
lands should be debated on the merits and not as a
political quid pro quo for wilderness.  It was quite
surprising how strong the opposition was to the tactics
proposed by these bills.  As one can see from the
following description of these bills, they contained other
questionable and precedent-setting policies.  Just maybe
Congress learned a lesson here.

     The sponsor of the Utah bill made it official
December 5 when he told Utah newspapers the measure
could not move this week in the lame-duck session.  He
promised to try again next year.

     Following are the four major lands/wilderness bills
on the table in the lame-duck session of Congress:

MAJOR PUBLIC LAND ISSUES
(Continued from Page 4.)

     Washington County (Utah) Growth and
Conservation Act, S 3636 and HR 5769, from Sen. Bob
Bennett (R-Utah) and Rep. Jim Matheson (D-Utah).  The
Senate Energy Committee held a hearing November 16.
The bills would authorize the sale of 24,000 acres of
BLM land, designate 92,914 acres of BLM wilderness,
designate 2,642 acres of National Forest System
wilderness, and designate 123,743 acres of wilderness
within Zion National Park.

      White Pine County (Nevada) Conservation,
Recreation and Development Act, S 3772, from Sens.
Harry Reid (D-Nev.) and John Ensign (R-Nev.).  The
Senate Energy Committee held a hearing November 16.
The bill would authorize the sale of up to 45,000 acres
of BLM land and designate 545,000 acres of wilderness,
among other things.

     Central Idaho Economic Development and
Recreation Act (CIEDRA), HR 3603, from Rep. Mike
Simpson (R-Idaho).  The House approved the bill on
July 24.  The Senate Subcommittee on Public Lands
held a hearing on the House-passed bill on September
27.  The bill would designate 315,215 acres of BLM
and Forest Service wilderness in the Sawtooth and
Challis National Forests and the Challis District of BLM.
It would also authorize the expenditure of up to $7
million to buy out grazing permits on BLM and Forest
Service land, and it would authorize 11 land transfers to
communities in central Idaho for such purposes as
cemeteries and water towers.

    Owyhee (Idaho) Initiative  Implementation Act,
S 3794, from Sen. Mike Crapo (R-Idaho).  The Senate
Subcommittee on Public Lands held a hearing on
September 27.  The measure would designate 517,000
acres of BLM wilderness and allow the U.S. Air Force
to continue to train in the area, among other things.

“Life is like riding a bicycle.  To keep your
balance you must keep moving.”
                                        – Albert Einstein
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ROLE FOR PLF IN BLM’S MONITORING PROGRAM

As members will recall, a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) between BLM and PLF on

monitoring was signed on June 22, 2006, by PLF
President, George Lea, and BLM Director, Kathleen
Clarke, accompanied by several members of the PLF
Board of Directors.  (See photo below.)  The signatories
to this MOU agree that monitoring is an essential
component of effective management of the public lands
and resources.  Monitoring allows BLM to determine
change in conditions resulting from various management
actions and to ascertain the need for changes in
management to achieve resource objectives.  Monitoring
is used to measure progress toward meeting resource
objectives and achieving land health standards.

     Many PLF members are experienced with gathering
data with up-to-date training by BLM.  These include
methods for monitoring and inventorying wildlife
habitat, vegetation community composition and riparian
functionality.  There are also opportunities for
monitoring assistance in many other BLM programs.

     Present day BLM employees are no different than
those of old—they have more to do than they can
possibly get done—so here is a place for PLF members
to come to the aid of their younger co-horts, and both
benefit from the experience.  It also shows BLMers that

PLF members are interested in public lands and
concerned about their health and well-being.  PLF
members truly want to be helpful.

     We have already received requests for help from three
BLM field offices.  Check the current situation on our
web site (www.publicland.org).  PLF should do
everything in its power to provide that help.  BLM offices
have contacted Keith Miller at r.keith.miller@att.net
or 480-451-9090.  Those PLF members who would like
to be involved in this effort, and we hope there will be a
lot of them, should contact Keith.  He will be the
clearinghouse for this effort and can answer your
questions and match your desires with a BLM request
for help.  Arrangements can be made to accommodate
the time you have available, even if it is only a day or
two.  Just tell Keith which BLM Districts you would
like to revisit.  BLM will provide needed training,
transportation to the field, and in some cases per diem.

     Here is an opportunity for you to join with your old
associates and work as a team.  It is another chance for
PLF members to volunteer to “pay back” a little for a
career with BLM, and to get back to the field on occasion
and get “dusted up”, get stuck, or even high centered
again.  Think about it!  Contact Keith Miller today and
tell him you want to help.

PLF and BLM sign Memorandum of Understanding on Monitoring,
June 22, 2006, in Washington, D.C.
Left to right: Carl Enix, Pete Culp, Karl Landstrom, George Lea, BLM
Director Kathleen Clarke, Rob Roudabush.
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PLF LOCAL OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE

At our annual meeting in Golden, Colorado, the PLF
Board of Directors decided that PLF needs more

local BLM office presence, and plans were initiated to
identify a local office representative for each BLM
office by July 2007.  This subject was discussed in prior
newsletters, and what follows is a job description for
these new PLF positions.  If you are interested in being
that person for the BLM office nearest to you, please
let Beau McClure know at 623-587-7883 or email at
bcmcclure@msn.com.  It is important that we hear from
our members on this.  We see it as a small opportunity
for a little “pay back” for a fine career with BLM.
 
     A Local Office Representative (LOR) for the Public
Lands Foundation is a very important volunteer
assignment in helping the PLF grow in stature and
effectiveness by explaining the goals and objectives of
the PLF to the working BLMers at the BLM’s District
and Field Offices and to the general public in these
administrative areas, and representing the PLF in public
meetings and discussions at the field level.   The LOR
will be a member of PLF and will normally be living in
the city or area of the BLM District or Field Office.
Current BLM employees can be identified as points of
contact but should not be appointed or used as Local
Office Representatives as this may be considered a
conflict of interest.

     The objective is to give the PLF an “identity” at the
field level of the BLM by designating and empowering
PLF members to represent the PLF in dealing with local
offices of the BLM.  The LOR will assist the PLF State
Representatives in carrying out the PLF’s programs in
each State.  The LORs will report to the PLF Board of
Directors through the State Representatives.

     The LOR is an appointed, not an elected, position;
and LORs will be appointed by PLF State
Representatives of that State, by the PLF State Chapter
Officers where they exist, or by the  Board of Directors.
The appointments will be for one year, which can be
reviewed annually by the State Reps, and extended as
appropriate.  The duties of the LOR will vary depending
on the amount of time that the LOR is willing to
contribute and the skills, experience, and interests of
the individual LOR.

     Following are the kinds of LOR activities that would
benefit the PLF:

RETIREE INFORMATION
• Collecting name and address information, as

provided voluntarily by new retirees, and changes
of address to be added to the PLF’s “Register of
BLM Retirees.”

• Maintaining contacts with local BLM offices and
PLF members to report honors, awards, deaths, etc.

MEMBERSHIP
• Promoting membership in PLF from retired and

working BLMers and from the general public.  BLM
all-employee meetings and BLM public meetings
and open house meetings are opportunities to give
visibility for the PLF and to explain the objectives
of the organization.

• Holding periodic meetings with local PLF members
and potential members for both social and/or public
land issue purposes.

• Working to establish a PLF Chapter depending on
the number of members in the local area.

ADVOCACY
• Staying current on local natural resource/public land

issues.
• Staying current on the PLF Position Statements on

resource and public land issues that are posted on
the PLF’s web site; discussing and explaining them
locally and providing feedback to the PLF Board of
Directors through the PLF State Representatives.

• Representing the PLF at BLM public meetings on
land use planning and natural resource issues.  Being
a spokesperson for PLF (in coordination with the
PLF State Representative) by presenting PLF’s
positions on natural resource and public land issues.

• Maintaining open communications with the local
BLM office manager and staffs, offering PLF
assistance to the extent possible and within the time
the LOR has available.

• Getting feedback from BLM managers and
employees about what PLF can do to be a stronger
advocate for BLM land management programs.

GENERAL
• Staying in touch with the State Representatives who

are members of the PLF Board of Directors.
• Helping establish and working to accomplish the

annual goals of the PLF.
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BLM MANAGING FOR EXCELLENCE

Bureau of Land Management Director Kathleen
Clarke announced in late November a Managing

for Excellence initiative designed to ensure that in the
coming years the agency will be able to maintain its
core mission – to care for the land for current and future
generations.  “The West is rapidly changing, and we
must adapt to remain responsive to the American
people,” Clarke said.  “These changes will help ensure
that we can serve an increasing number of publics, while
operating more efficiently.”

     Director Clarke’s Managing for Excellence
initiative, which will be implemented over the next 2
years, includes:
• moving remaining two-tiered states to a three-tiered

organization, consisting of State Offices, District
Offices, and Field Offices.

• establishing a National Operations Center in Denver
where certain activities related to Human Resources,
Business, and Information Technology services will
be centralized.

     Clarke said that as a result of these organizational
changes, she anticipates the BLM will improve customer
service through a three-tier organization and will save
up to $2.5 million in fiscal year 2007, with further
savings being realized as additional changes are
implemented.  According to Clarke, one of the primary
goals is to implement changes in a manner that avoids
adverse effects on employees to the greatest extent
possible.  She said the BLM will use attrition, career
counseling and other human resources tools to limit
impact on employees.

PLF supports these changes, especially the return to a
3-tier organization over the next year.  This change is
long overdue, particularly when many senior employees
are nearing retirement.  Several BLM state organizations
have already implemented the 3-tier arrangements.  This
new effort will ensure that all BLM offices are on the
same career paths.  Several senior PLF members met a
year or two earlier with Director Clarke at Boise, Idaho,
to encourage the adoption of the 3-tier organization.

Detailed information on all these changes is posted at
our web site at www.publicland.org and at BLM’s web
site.

DOI’S INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM

The U.S. Department of the Interior’s International
Technical Assistance Program (DOI-ITAP)   recruits and
sends teams of current and retired DOI employees
overseas on technical assistance assignments (please see
http://www.doi.gov/intl/itap for details).  Travel expenses
are fully covered by international donors (e.g., U.S.
Agency for International Development, World Bank,
etc.), but salary or other forms of compensation are
usually not provided.  All opportunities are openly
competed; recruitment announcements describe the
details of assignments and requirements for eligibility.
To receive DOI-ITAP recruitment announcements as they
are posted, please subscribe to the DOI-ITAP list-serve
by contacting Barbara Pitkin @ios.doi.gov or calling
(202) 208-5221. DOI-ITAP is currently seeking experts
in cadastral surveying, monitoring and administration
for assignments in Egypt next year.

2006 SPECIAL DUES PAYMENTS

We want to give special thanks and recognition to the
following members who have used one of our special
dues categories to pay their 2006 annual dues.  These
are in addition to the many thoughtful members we
recognized in the Summer newsletter.

Patron Member ($500+)
Rebecca Johnson

Sponsoring ($200)
Karl Landstrom

Contributing Member ($50)
Jim Rush

SAIC HAS OPEN POSITIONS

SAIC is a leading provider of scientific, engineering,
systems integration and technical services to all branches
of the U.S. Military and many other U.S. agencies, as
well as to customers.  SAIC has more than 43,000
employees in over 130 countries. Currently they have
openings for two positions–Range Conservation
Specialist and Fire Management Specialist–and are
seeking to find retired BLMers who live in Colorado or
Wyoming to fill them.  If you are interested, call Theresa
Bastedo at 858-826-5279.  More information is available
at the SAIC website (www.saic.com).
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PHOTOS FROM THE 2006 BLM ANNUAL MEETING

We thank Jim Turner for the photos taken at the Public Lands Foundation Annual Meeting in Golden,
Colorado, in September 2006.

PLF Board of Directors Meeting, September 19, 2006.
Back row: Pete Culp, Beau McClure, Ed Spang, Mat Millenbach,
George Lea, Bob Steele, Glen Collins, Mel Chase.
Kneeling: Visitors Cecil Roberts and John Marks; Board members
Carl Enix, Bill Luscher, Bill Noble.

Volunteer of the Year 2006 -
Beau McClure for his efforts in
leading the making of a PLF
DVD and his activities in the
Phoenix PLF Chapter.

Remembering BLM at the annual meeting.
Left to right:  Frank Edwards, Keith Miller, and Marvin Pearson.
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PHOTOS FROM THE 2006 BLM ANNUAL MEETING

LIFETIME SERVICE AWARDS

Lifetime Service Award for Karl Landstrom.  Presented to Karl at
Washington, D.C. BLM Retiree Luncheon on November 9, 2006, by
PLF President, George Lea.

Lifetime Service Award for Deane Swichard.  Presented to Deane
at Folsom, California, October 10, 2006, by BLM employee
Barbara Williams.
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We could not obtain Carol Hadley’s picture receiving
her Lifetime Service Award, but she sent the following
note to the Public Lands Foundation:

     Sorry I can’t be with you today, but I had already
committed to work the same motorcycle convention I
worked when we held our PLF meeting in Reno.  This
is one of Reno’s largest events, and I have worked the
convention for them the last seven years.

     Thanks for the special honor.  I sincerely enjoyed
my years with the Bureau of Land  Management (BLM)
and the friendships I developed over the years.  I wish
every BLM employee could have the opportunities I
had in my career.  We truly were a BLM family.  You
have all helped to make my memories very special.

     How many people have been fortunate enough to
get to work directly for five State Directors; to be chosen

PHOTOS FROM THE 2006 BLM ANNUAL MEETING

to become a team member for the Bureau-wide Cauldron
Training held for numerous years in Reno; and to be
given the opportunity to interact with Washington
evaluation teams when they were in Nevada, having the
trust of these teams to prepare the final documents before
the results were known to others.  As I think back, I
could name various other perks in my career, but these
are just some that stand out in my mind.  I think I just
managed to be in the right place at the right time.

     Again, thanks for selecting me to receive the Lifetime
Service Award.  I am pleased that you are honoring me
with this award.

    I appreciate your dedication to protecting our
resources and, even more importantly to me, to keeping
the BLM family intact.  Keep up the good work!

Sincerely,
Carol Hadley

PLF Golfers at Golden, Colorado, September 20, 2006

Front Row, Left to right:  Jerry Jensen, Glen Collins, Dick Thompson, Marvin Pearson, Evelyn Pearson,
Kathleen McCray, Gary Behr, George Lea.  Back Row: Pearsons’ son, Ken Harrison, Neil Morc, Lou
Bellesi, Hugh Reicken, Marlon Osborne, Lou Boll.
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PHOTOS FROM THE 2006 BLM ANNUAL MEETING
(Continued from Page 11.)

PLF ANNUAL MEETING GROUP PHOTO
Golden, Colorado    September 22, 2006

Kneeling left to right: Mr X, Beau McClure, Bob Conquergood, John Marks, Jack Edwards, Bob Steele,
Katherine McCray, George Lea.

Front row: Bill Noble, Marguerite Noble, Karen Chase, Rene Evans, Glen Collins, Mary Kay Bellesi, Marge
Miller, Keith Miller, Evelyn Pearson, Kate Luscher, Butch Peugh, Ed Spang, Lou Boll, Tom Allen, Barbara
Klassen.

Back row: Mel Chase, Alan Evans, Cecil Roberts, Lou Bellesi, Ken Harrison, Smokey O’Connor, Eric
Janes, Marvin Pearson, Bill Luscher, Geoffrey Middaugh, Dick Thompson, Mat Millenbach, Alan Belt,
Frank Edwards, Barbara Guest, Al Amen, Gary McVicker, Larry Peterson, Neil Morck.
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THE GIFT AND LEGACY PROGRAM OF THE PUBLIC LANDS FOUNDATION
Ways of Giving

YOUR PART IN THE FUTURE

We in the Public Lands Foundation are concerned
about the future of the BLM lands and about the

PLF’s ability to function in the long-term as an advocate
for the conservation and wise use of these lands.  The
PLF needs a permanent staff to provide continuity to its
operations in the years ahead.  Your gift will help
guarantee the continuity and longevity of the
Foundation.

     Your personal interest and dedication to the
conservation of public lands can be sustained through
the giving of funds, property, or other assets to the Public
Lands Foundation either during your lifetime or through
a Will.  Unless otherwise specified by the donor, all
donations are deposited to the “Perpetuity Account” to
be used for the development of a permanent management
staff and the continuing success of the Foundation.

IMPORTANT TAX ADVANTAGES

     Once you have decided that the Public Lands
Foundation should be included in your lifetime giving
and/or estate plans, you will find there are many ways
open to you, each with its own advantages for your
personal situation.  Giving to PLF need not involve a
sacrifice by you or your spouse.  The tax laws encourage
you to support private institutions in carrying out their
important public functions.  With thoughtful planning,
you can give money to the PLF that would otherwise be
paid in estate, income or capital gains taxes.

WAYS OF GIVING

     Your gift to the Public Lands Foundation can qualify
for the highest possible deduction for charitable
contributions under federal law.  It is important, of
course, to consult your estate planner, accountant or
attorney in the preparation or revision of your Will, not
only to meet your legal requirements, but to assure
yourself that your specific wishes are accurately set forth.
They will also be able to advise you about provisions of
tax law that may pertain to your own circumstances and,
therefore, permit tax calculations beneficial to your
estate.

Below is a brief summary of the more popular giving
opportunities:

Gifts of Cash – Most gifts to the Foundation are made
by check, and your gift to the PLF qualifies for the
highest possible deduction for charitable contributions
under federal law.

Bequests – One of the simplest ways to make a gift to
PLF is through your Will.  These gifts are entirely free
from federal estate tax, and there is no limit on the
amount you can leave to the Foundation.

Retirement Plans – You can name the Foundation as a
beneficiary of your Individual Retirement Plan, Keogh,
401 (k), 403 (b) or other qualified pension plans.  You
may name the Foundation for part or all of what remains
in your retirement account.  The proceeds of these plans
are distributed outside of probate and are entirely free
from federal estate tax.

Gifts of Stock – A gift of stock owned for a number of
years can be particularly tax-wise.  By making a gift of
the stock to the PLF, you avoid the tax on any capital
gain; and your charitable contribution deduction is equal
to the full market value of the stock. Several PLF
members have done this.

Gift of Real Estate – Making a gift of a residence,
vacation home, farm or vacant lot to the PLF can provide
you with both a tax benefit and a contribution to a
personal cause.

Life Insurance Policy – You can take out a life insurance
policy on your life, or change an old policy which has
answered its original purpose, and irrevocably designate
the Public Lands Foundation as owner and beneficiary
of the policy.

Create a Trust – You can give a portion of your assets
to PLF during your lifetime but retain the income from
use of these assets for the rest of your life and, if desired,
for the rest of your spouse’s life as well.  A common
method of doing this is by establishing a trust.  There
are many forms of trusts which can be established to
assure income and security for you and your beneficiaries
and, at the same time, provide a meaningful gift to PLF.

(Continued on Page 14.)
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THE GIFT AND LEGACY PROGRAM OF THE PUBLIC LANDS FOUNDATION
(Continued from Page 13.)

There are just about as many ways to make a charitable estate gift as there are people to do them.  In addition to the
customary methods, we at the Public Lands Foundation work together with you to tailor your particular estate gift
to fit your objective, while at the same time enhancing the Foundation’s mission.

Type What is it? What are the
tax benefits?

Reduces size of taxable
estate

Immediate income tax de-
duction for part of gift’s
value; capital gains spread
out over life expectancy;
a portion of the income is
tax-exempt

Immediate income tax de-
duction for gift’s value
plus possible estate tax
savings

Heirs avoid income tax
and possible estate tax

Immediate income tax de-
duction for the charitable
value of the gift, plus no
capital gains tax liability

Income tax savings from
deduction; no capital
gains tax liability; possible
estate tax savings

Gift of estate tax savings
for value of payments
made to a charity

What are some
 other benefits?

Gives you flexibility in
providing for family
needs first

Gives you and/or another
beneficiary a set income
for life

Provides a way to make a
significant gift with mini-
mal capital outlay

Preserves 100 percent of
plan’s value and allows
you to leave heirs other,
less costly bequests

Allows you to live in your
home or farm and still re-
ceive charitable deduc-
tion; assures immediate
passage of title on your
death

Provides guaranteed or
annual income that could
increase if trust values in-
crease

Allows you to pass assets
to heirs intact at reduced
or even no estate or gift
tax

WAYS TO GIVE THROUGH YOUR ESTATE PLAN

Bequest in Will or Revo-
cable Living Trust

Charitable Gift Annuity

Life Insurance Gift

Retirement Plan Gift

Retained Life Estate

Charitable Remainder
Trusts

Charitable Lead Trust

A gift you make by nam-
ing PLF in your will for a
certain dollar amount, a
percentage of your estate or
the residuary

A contract in which the
PLF agrees to pay you back
a percentage of your gift
annually for your lifetime

A gift of an existing or new
policy with the PLF named
as beneficiary owner

A gift made by naming
PLF as remainder benefi-
ciary after your death

A donation of your home or
farm but with  the right to
remain there

Trusts that pay a set or vari-
able income to you or those
you name before PLF re-
ceives remainder

A trust that pays PLF an
income for a period of
years before you or heirs
receive the trust remainder
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IN MEMORIUM

The Public Lands Foundation regrets to inform you
that the following long-time BLM employees have

passed on:

Frank Hamerski - BLM forester in Oregon on November
3, 2006, in Portland, Oregon.

Tommy Gooch - BLM range management specialist in
Nevada and Idaho on September 30, 2006, in Idaho Falls,
Idaho.

Tom Deiling - BLM cadastral surveyor in Alaska,
Montana and the Dakotas on October 21, 2006, in
Billings, Montana.

Walt Gavin - BLM supervisory forester in the Salem
District and forester in the Burns and Medford Districts
of Oregon on November 2, 2006, in Jacksonville,
Oregon.

Pat Barden - BLM fire fighting expert at Boise
International Fire Center on October 31, 2006, in Twin
Falls, Idaho.

Lewis Meyers - BLM wildlife biologist in the Las Vegas,
Nevada and Dillon Montana offices in November 2005
at Dillon, Montana.

MEMORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

A contribution in memory of the following has been
received from Jim Yoakum: Marlene Spang, Dwan
Berryman, Merrill Despain and Lewis Meyers.

A contribution in memory of the following has been
received from Del Vail:  Marlene Spang, Hilary Oden,
Paul (Smokey) Bourgeois, Carl Johnson and Ann
Smedley.

A contribution has been received from Louise Senzel in
honor of her mother, Jennie Senzel, and in memory of
her father, Irving Senzel.

PLF GIFT AND LEGACY PROGRAM
(Continued from Page 14.)

New law brings new opportunities.  Congress has
recently taken important steps to strengthen America’s
retirement system, while also encouraging additional
charitable giving.  The Pension Protection Act of 2006
may offer new opportunities for tax-free charitable
giving.  Of special note, the new law includes incentives
for those 70 1/2 years of age and older who would like
to make charitable gifts from potentially taxable
Individual Retirement Accounts (IRA) funds.

     The new law makes it possible to keep those IRA
withdrawals of up to $100,000 from being taxed.  A
couple with separate IRAs could each give up to that
amount.  To qualify, charitable gifts must be made from
a traditional or Roth IRA.  Funds accumulated in a 401
(k), 403 (b) plan or other types of retirement accounts
do not qualify.  Check with your advisor to determine if
you can transfer funds from another account to an IRA,
and then make charitable gifts.  The new law at present
is available for 2006 and 2007.  To enjoy the full benefits
of this two-year opportunity, you must complete each
year’s transfer prior to December 31 of that year.  Check
with your advisor about the best way to take advantage
of these new giving opportunities in 2007.

     As always, we will be pleased to assist you in any
way possible.

RECENT BLM PERSONNEL CHANGES

The following changes in leadership positions have
taken place recently:

Deputy Director for Operations–Henri Bisson
Alaska State Director–Tom Lonnie
Idaho State Director–Tom Dyer; Idaho Associate State

Director–Peter Ditton
Montana State Director–Gene Terland; Montana

Associate State Director–Howard Lemm
Oregon State Director–Ed Shepard
Utah State Director–Selma Sierra; Utah Associate State

Director–Jeff Rawson
Wyoming Associate State Director–Don Simpson
 Asst. Director for Human Resources–Janine Velasco
Asst. Director, Business & Fiscal Resources–Mike

Ferguson
Budget Office–Carl Roundtree.
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